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CEAPTEB I
INTRODUCTION
Statement of the Problem.--This is an experimental study of the
effects of the use of workbooks upon pupil achievement in geography in
two seventh grade classes in the East Fifth Street School, Chattanooga,
Tennessee.
Purpose of the Study.—The purpose of this study is to answer the
following questions:
1. Will the achievement in geography "be improved, by using a work™
book?
g. What difference, if any, is there in the degree of the effective
ness of the workbook with students of high intelligence and of low in
telligence?
3. What difference, if any, is there in the degree of the effective
ness of the use of a workbook in terms of different areas of learning in
geography?
4. What difference, if any, is there in the degree of the effective
ness of the workbook with students of high reading ability and of low
reading ability?
Definition of Terms.—The term "workbook" Is used in this study to
designate those printed prepared booklets that are designed to facilitate
study.1 It parallels the textbook used in the experiment.
Bruce Wesley, Teaching the Social Studies (Hew York, 1937),
p. 316.
The Situation.—The public school system of Chattanooga, Tennessee,
operates on the 6-3-3 plan. The East Fifth Street School is composed
of nursery, elementary and junior high school departments. The faculty
consists of one principal and 39 teachers. The school is open to all
pupils who live within certain boundary lines on the East side of the
city. According to the 1946-1947 records of the superintendent of the
school, last Fifth Street School has an enrollment of 839 pupils with an
average daily attendance of 820.
During the school year 1945-1946 a testing program was conducted in
the high schools of Tennessee by the State Department of Education. The
students were tested in the four major high school subjects, namely;
English, mathematics, natural science and social science. In the first
three subjects mentioned the results showed satisfactory achievement,
but in the social science the students were below the national median
percentile.1 The results of this program caused the writer to become
interested in doing an experimental study in geography.
Method of Procedure.—The experimental method involving the rotation
technique was used in this study. The seventh grade classes of thirty
pupils each in the East Fifth Street School, Chattanooga, Tennessee, were
selected for the experiment. The Otis Quick Scoring Mental Ability Test,
Form B, Type Beta, the Iowa Silent Reading Elementary Test, Form B M and
the Wiedefeld-Walther Geography Test, Form A were administered to the
students and the scores compared. Copies of these test may be found in
the Appendix B.
1Jos. E. Avent, The Tennessee State Testing Program (lashville, 1946),
p. 83.
Appendix B*
It is the custom of the East Fifth Street School to form classes
in the seventh grade and have the promoted pupils of these classes remain
together throughout the junior high school. It was not the investigator*s
privilege to separate these pupils so that there would be in both groups
pupils with matching I. Q's.
On January 6, 1947, one class, Group A, "became the experimental
group while the other class, Group B, became the control group. See
Figure 1, page 4. Both groups were taught by the same teacher for fifty-
five minutes each day and used the same textbook. She workbook was the
only variable factor.
The work with the control group involved reading the textbook, writing
answers to questions originated by the teacher, oral reviews, true and
false questions, the making of maps and the presentation of reports to
the class.
The experimental group's work was equivalent to that done by the
control group in that the pupils answered questions, reviewed chapters,
studied the maps and made reports as indicated by the workbook.
At the end of nine weeks Form B of the geography test was given
both groups and the scores compared. At the beginning of the tenth week
the groups were reversed, that is, the experimental group became the
control group and the control group the experimental group. At the end
of the eighteenth week the final geography test was given end the scores
compared.
Related Literature.—It is of utmost importance that pupils of social
sciences strengthen their abilities to think through problems with clarity,
coherence and Intel!ience. As Bining and Bining say,
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The materials of the social studies provide the basis
for making the world of today intelligible to the pupils,
for training them in certain skills and habits, and for in
culcating attitudes and ideals that will enable boys end
girls to take their places as efficient and effective
members of a democratic society.1
Within the past twenty-five years there have been numerous changes
in the methods and materials of instruction in the schools. Some of
these have caused improvement over traditional classroom procedure;
others have attracted a great deal of attention for a short time only
to be discarded later as scientifically unsound. Among these innova
tions is the "workbook."2
Workbooks have appeared in all fields of classroom work, but they
have been particularly numerous in the social studies. They reached a
high circulation by 1930, declined during the depression years then
3
slowly regained their place.
Much has been said for the and against the workbook. Som®
administrators have not been convinced of the workbook's value. Some
say good teachers are able to make their assignments, others take the
attitude that the better a teacher Is the more her time needs to be
conserved for teaching.
Wendell Vreeland4 who approves of the workbook states certain
XArthur C. Bining and David H. Bining, Teaching the Social Studies
in Secondary Schools (New York, 1941), p. 2.
3R. W. Jacks, "Status of the Workbook in Classroom Instruction,"
Educational Methods, XVIII (December, 1938), 105.
Edgar Bruce Wesley, ov. clt., p. 318.
4Wendell Treeland, "From the Teacher's Point of View," Nations
Schools, XVIII (July, 1936), 37.
advantages of it. The principal advantages are that its (1) leads to
helpful and intimate contact between the pupil and teacher; (2) provides
materials and opportunities for experience} (3) uses the findings of the
scientific study of the learning process; (4) provides for growth of
all learners; (5) stimulates the pupil to assume responsibility for his
work and (6) provides training for self diagnosis.
Opie B. Whitney, who does not approve of a ready made workbook,
in an article "I Hake Vty Own Workbook" sets forth the following ideas?
In ready-made workbooks, the author puts a lot of
work into it, and the teacher exercises initiative and
skill in application of the author's work to get the
child's comprehension and needs. In such workbooks, the
child is put into a groove with a lot of ready-made
answers about all he has to do is to follow the path of
least resistance, with a pencil mark here and a paste up
there.1
The literature on the findings of the workbook is divided into
three parts. One part is concerned with an experimenter who found the
workbook to be slightly better for pupils with high I. Q's. The second
part shows no significant advantage of the workbook and the third part
shows favorable and unfavorable results of the book.
In 1932 Elmer W. Cressman2 performed an experiment in a large
junior high school to compare the value of the workbook method and
the oral instruction method in teaching citizenship. After giving a
mental test and two citizenship tests to 320 children in the seventh
Opie B. Whitney, "I Make % Own Workbook," The Grade Teacher
(April, 1947), 36.
Elmer W. Cressman, "Workbook Versus Oral Instruction," Journal
of Educational Sociology, VII (December, 1933), 250.
grade, 141 pupils were selected and Batched in two groups for the experi
ment.
One group received instructions by the workbook; the second group
had the same work presented orally by the teacher. His conclusions
were:
The workbook method was slightly but not significantly
superior to the oral instruction method and the results
indicated no significant advantage of the workbook over
oral instruction.1
G. W. Peterson2 conducted an experimental investigation during the
years 1932-33 and 1933-34 in the Drum Hill Junior High School at Peek-
skill, New York. His purpose was to furnish reliable data to show
whether the workbook or pupil made notebook was superior for the pupils
in a ninth grade general science class. He paired two groups of pupils
on the basis of I. Q's, chronological ages, and the scores which they
made on objective tests. Boys were paired with boys and girls paired
with girls.
With one section of each pair a published workbook was used. In
the other section of each pair the pupils kept notebook records of
their laboratory experiments and experiences, together with the key
words necessary to understand the terminology of the subject matter.
In the workbook the problem of an experiment was given, the drawings
supplied and blank spaces left for the pupils to fill out from his
llmer W. Cressman, "Workbook Versus Oral Instruction," Journal
of Educational Sociology. VII, 250.
2G. W. Peterson, "Published Workbook Versus Pupil-Made Notebooks
in Hinth Grades General Science," School Review. XLIII (October, 1935),
610.
8
observations, computations and conclusions. !Ehe pupils using the self-
made workbooks wrote all of these things.
Tests were given over units of the course. Objective tests were
given at the end of the first semester, an objective test at the end
of th® third quarter of the school year and the New York Regents'
examination In general science at the end of the term.
His conclusions were;
1. As far as the outcomes of instruction that can
be measured by written examinations are concerned, there
seems to "be little demonstrable difference in the re
lative efficiency of the workbook and of the notebook
as a device for teaching general science Grade IX, though
the results suggest the probable but slight superiority
of the notebook technique. If there is any relation
between the intelligence of pupils and the relative
efficacy of either method the notebook is slightly better
for pupils with lower intelligence quotients.
2. One teacher may secure better results by use of
workbooks and another by use of notebooks.*
A. W. Hurd2 in collaboration with the Committee on the Re
organization of Secondary School Curricula of the North Central
Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools performed experiments
with the workbook.
Daring the school year 1927-28 and 1928-29 nineteen teaching units
were prepared and used In some of the schools esperlmentally. In th®
following year a workbook was prepared to correlate with the units of
work. !Ihis workbook was used in sixteen experiments contrasting its
1&. W. Peterson, "Published Workbook Versus Pupil-Made Notebooks
In Kinth Grades General Science," School Eeview. XLIII, 612.
A. W. Hurd, "IQie Workbook As an Instructional Aid," School Review.
XXXIX (October, 1931), 608.
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use with different methods of teaching.
The experiments dealt with 1,125 pupils enrolled in twelve schools.
From these children 280 pairs in matched groups were selected on a
■basis of chronological ages. Preliminary tests were given to all groups
and the same test at the end of the experiment.
The difference in mean scores on the pre-test, final test, the
mean gains and the standard errors of these differences were found. The
results were as follows:
1. The first experiment which compared the lecture
method to the supervised-study and workbook method showed
the lecture method to "be superior; while the results were
opposite in another school.
2. Eight experiments showed consistent differences
favoring the group using work sheets.
3. Two experiments showed little difference between
groups using and not using work sheets.
Hurd concluded:
The experiments taken together help to clarify ideas
with regard to the function of workbooks. First they are
shown to be helpful to some teachers in increasing measured
achievement. Second, they will not serve as a panacea
to remedy all the inadequacies of present instruction.
Third, they probably are particularly useful in directing
the attentions of both pupils and teachers to specific items
of knowledge, techniques and appreciations.1
From the literature reviewed above it may seem that one cannot
draw any definite conclusions as to the effectiveness of the use of the
workbook.




Contents of Chapter.--In this chapter a comparison "between the
results of the group using the workbook and the group not using the
workbook is presented In order to determine if the use of the work
book was effective.
fhe mental ability, the reading, the initial, intermediate and
final test scores were dealt with through statistical formulas and
tables. The standard error of the difference of the two means was
used to compare the groups.
Description of Subjects.—As mentioned in the introduction, two
seventh grade classes of thirty pupils each were the subjects for this
study.
In Group A there were thirteen boys and seventeen girls. The
chronological ages of this group ranged from eleven years six months
to fifteen years five months. The mean score was 162.5 or thirteen
years six months. Fifty-three per cent of the children seemed to be re
tarded, since the normal age for children in the seventh grade is from
twelve to thirteen years. See Table 1, page 11.
Group B consisted of fourteen boys and sixteen girls. Their
chronological ages ranged from eleven years eight months to sixteen
years four months. The mean score for their ages was 158.8, or thirteen
years two months. Forty-three per cent of this group were retarded.
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The Otis Quick Scoring Mental Ability Test, Form B, Type Beta was
administered to the pupils after which the intelligence quotients were
found. The results are shown in Table 3.
TABLE 3
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF TEE INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS
OF GROUP A AHD GROUP B ON THE OTIS QUICK-SCOR-






























































Standard Error of Difference
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From Table 3, it maybe seen that the mean intelligence quotient for
Group A was 81.67 and the standard deviation 11.35. Between 70.32,
which is one standard deviation below the mean, and 93.02, one standard
deviation above the mean, were found approximately two-thirds of the
14
cases. The mean I. Q. for Group B was 83.5 and the standard deviation
12.75, which means that two-thirds of the group made intelligence
quotients between 70.75 and 96.25.
The actual difference in the mean intelligence quotients "between
Group A and Group B was 1.8S. This difference was not significant and
maybe said to be due to chance since it is not 3 times the standard error
of the difference between the two means. The significance of the
difference is determined by the critical ratio, which indicates the
chances of it being considered reliable.1 The critical ratio of the
difference is .53 which means that the chances are 73 in 100 that the
true difference is greater than zero. In other words, if the test were
given to the pupils or similar pupils under the same conditions for 100
times, Group B would probably make a better score approximately 73 times.
Group A would probably make a better score approximately 27 times.
The mental ages for both groups began at seven years nine months.
The ages in Group A extended to fourteen years four months and those
of Group B to fourteen years and eight months. The mental age mean
score for Group A was ten years and two months and for Group B, ten
years three months.
In order to compare the groups further, the Iowa Silent Reading
Test was administered to the pupils, the results are found in Table 4.
From Table 4 it maybe seen that the reading mean score for Group A
was 136 and the standard deviation 8.95. Between 128.05 and 144.95
lie approximately two-thirds of the reading scores. For Group B the
mean score was 131.67 and the standard deviation 9.80. Approximately
E. Garrett, Statistics in Psychology and Education (New York,
1941), p. 213.
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two thirds of the cases were between 121.67 and 141.47. The difference
in the mean 3cores for the two groups was 4.33 in favor of Group A. The
standard error of the difference was 2.42 which means the difference is
not significant. See Tables 5 and 6, pp. 16 and 17.
TABLE 4
THE MEAN, STANDABD DEVIATION, DIFFEBMCE IK ME&NS.
STANDARD EBKOR OF THE DIFFERENCE AND GRADE
EQUIVALENT OF GHOUP A AND GROUP B OH









Difference in Means 4.33





Difference ia Means .61
Standard Error of the Difference .57
Group A^s reading grade equivalent was 5.26 and Group B's 4.65, the
actual difference was .61 which was not one year's difference.
From these tests It maybe noted that there was little difference in
the two groups. There was a difference of 1.83 in the intelligence
quotient in favor of Group B and a difference of 4.33 reading mean score
points in favor of Group A. Neither of these differences was significant.
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TABLE 5
MEDIAN SCORE, GRADE EQJJIVALENT Am) AGE IQJJIVALEIT
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Teaching Procedure.--As mentioned in Chapter I, the teaching of the
experimental group and the control group was done "by the same teacher
for fifty-five minutes each day. The plan used in this study was devoted
to three types of activities; the assignments the recitation and directed
study. The text 'book used was "The United States Among the Nations" by
Wallace W. Atwood, which has an accompanying workbook. The workbook was
the only variable factor in this experiment. These "books were kept in
the teacher1s locker and used only in the classroom.
Results of the Initial Test.—The Wiedefield Walther Geography Test
was administered to Group A and Group B, January 6, 1947. The score
distributions from that test are found in Table 7.
The mean score for Group B was less than the mean score for Group A
on the initial test. The scores for Group A ranged from six to sixty-
one. Th® mean score was SI.83 and the standard deviation 11*85, which
meant that approximately two-thirds of the scores were "between 19.98 and
53.68. The total scores for Group B showed a range of scores from six
to forty-five, a mean score of 33.67 and a standard deviation of 9.15,
which shows that two-thirds of this group of scores were between 14.52
and 33.85 as shown in Table 3. There was a difference in the two
groups of 8.16. The standard error of the difference between the means
was 3.73. The critical ratio 2.9 which means that the chances were 99.8
in 100 in favor of Group A that the true difference is greater than
zero.
Group A was superior to Group B. The two groups of children were
from different schools from different sections of the city which may
account for their initial difference in knowledge of geography.
19
TABLE 7
FREQUENCY TABLE OF THE SCORES MADE ON THE































































Results of the Intermediate Test.—After both groups had "been taught
for nine weeks, Group A, using the workbook end Group B controlled, the
intermediate test, Form B of the Wiedefeld-felther Geography Test, was
given to "both groups. Group A and Group B had improved over the initial
test, however, Group B's seor© was higher than Group A's. The results
of this test are found in Table 8. The scores ranged from seven to
seventy-three for Group A.
TABLE 8
THE MBAI, mm GAIN, DIFFERENCE II GAIN AND THE
STANDARD EBROH 01 THE DIFFEREICE II MEAJT
GAIMS 01 THE INTERMEDIATE TEST


















Asvshown in Table 8, the mean score for Group A was 40.67 and for
Group B, 45.83. The actual difference in gains of the mean score from
the initial test to the intermediate test for the two groups was 13.32
and the standard error of the difference in meens gains 4.33. This
difference was not significant. Th© individual scores for this test
may be found in Tables 21 and 22 of Appendix A1
Appendix A,
21
Results of the Final Test.—At the beginning of the tenth week
Group B became the experimental group and Group A the control group.
The workbook was used with Group B in a similar manner as it had been
used with Group A. At the end of this second nine weeks perior or the
eighteenth week of the total experiment, the final test was given to
both groups. The results are found in Table 9.
TABLE 9
THE MEAN, TOTAL GAIH, DIFFERWCE II GAIHS, AHD TEE
STANDARD ERROR OF DIFFERENCE IS MEAH GAI1S
OK THE FIKAL GEOGRAPHY TEST BY









Difference in Gain H»65
Standard Error of Difference
in Gains sLJ> ___
From this table it maybe seen that Group A made a mean score of
49.17, and Group B a mean score of 53.66. The gain from the intermediate
test to the final test for Group A was 8.50; from the total experiment
17.34. Group B gained 7.83 from the intermediate to the final test and
28.99 points from the total experiment.
At the initial testing period, the critical ratio proved that
Group A had 99.8 chances out of 100 of making a better score than Group B,
but at the final testing period Group B had gained more than Group A over
the eighteen weeks period. See Table 10, page 22. From the initial to
the final test in Group A there was a gain in scores from 4 to 36 points
TABLE 10
THE MEAN, STAIDABB DEVIATION, DIFFERENCE IH MEAIS, STANDARD
EEHOH OF THE DIFFERENCE BEW1M WO MEMS










































made by twenty-five pupils. One student did not gain or lose in points.
Three students lost from 1 to 7 points. Eaese students were ill, th©
loss of time due to poor health might have caused them to regress.
All th© students in Group B gained from the initial to th© final
test in points. Their gain was from 1 to 63 points. This shows that th©
students of Group B gained more from the total experiment than Group A.
The students of Group B seemed to "be better learners although the difference
in th© mental ability test did not reveal a significant difference.
Status of Pupils Above and Below the Mean I. Q,.—There were eleven
children in Group A who made scores above the mean intelligence quotient
of 82. Nineteen children fell below the score 82. See Table 1, page 11.
These pupils' geography test scores were assembled after which the mean
score was computed for the initial, intermediate and final test. These
results are shown in Table 11.
TABLE 11
GEOGHAPHY MBAH SCORES FOE PUPILS ABOVE AND


















Tlie mean score on. the initial test for pupils above the I. Q. mean
score was 40.23. From the initial test to the intermediate test, while
using the workbook, there was a gain of 11.73 points. The mean score
was 52.06. On the final test the mean score was 60.68, a gain of 8.62
24
from the intermediate to the final test. The use of the workbook was
slightly effective for this group above the I. Q. mean score.
The lower intelligence group of nineteen children had a mean
score of 26.72 on the initial test. A mean score of 33.81 or a gain of
7.09 with the workbook was made from the initial to the final test. On
the final test the mean score was 42.5 or a gain of 8.69. The workbook
showed little effect for this group below the I. Q. mean score.
In Group B fourteen children made scores above the mean intelligence
quotient score 83.5. On th® initial geography test the- mean score was
28.31. Without the use of the workbook, the intermediate test mean score
was 52.1 or a gain of 23.89. From the Intermediate to the final, at
which time the workbook was used, th© mean score was 62.5, and a gain
of 10.4 points was registered. This group gained more without the use
of the workbook. See Table IS.
TABLE 12
GEOGRAPHY MBM SCOHES FOR PUPILS ABOVE AND

















Sixteen children were below the mean I. Q. score on the initial
test, they made a mean score of 19.68, a score of 38.00 ©n the intermediate
test and 45.94 on the final test. The gain without the workbook was
18.32 and with the use of the workbook 7.94. These students achieved
more without th© use of the workbook.
25
Effect of the Workbook in Areas of Learning.--The geography test is
divided into two main divisions. In Part I the test measures the ability
to read various types of geographical material, the ability to organize
geographical material and the ability to read maps and graphs. Part II
measures geography vocabulary, geographical relationships and locational
geography.
The mean scores from the total scores of Part I and Part II were
found from each test. See Tables in Appendix A.
Table 13 shows that Group A increased 5 points with the workbook
and 5 points without it in Part I. In Part II the increase was 4.67 with
the workbook and 3 points without it. This gives 1.67 points made in
favor of the use of the workbook, that is the students gained more points
by using the workbook.
TABLE 13
TEE MEAN SCORES FOR GROUP A AND GROUP B IN





































Group B, without the use of the workbook, increased 9 points in
Part I; and while using the workbook increased only 2.67 points. In
Part II without the workbook 13,50 points were gained and while using
the workbook 5 points were gained. From these figures it maybe seen
26
that the workbook was not effective in either parts of the test for
Group B.
Status of Pupils with High and Low Beading Ability.—Thirteen
children In. Group A made scores above the reading mean score of 136.
See Table 5, page 16. These students' geography test scores were com
piled and the mean score was computed. While using the workbook, a gain
of six points was made and without the use of the workbook 12.1 points
were gained. This maybe seen from Table 14.
TABLE 14
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF THE SCORES OF GROUP A STUDENTS OH
THE WIHDEFELD-WALTHSR GEOGRAPHY TEST WHOSE READING
SCORES WERE ABOVE THE MEAI SCORE OH THE

































































Seventeen pupils made reading scores below the mean score. With the
use of the workbook, there was a gain of 8.79 points and without the
workbook a gain of 6.2 points, as shown in Table 15.
27
TABLE 15
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF THE SCORES OF GROUP A STUDENTS
OI TEE WIEDEFELD-WALTHER GEOGRAPHY TEST WHOSE
READING SCORES ¥ERE BELOW THE MEAN


















































































From these figures it maybe seen that the use of the workbook was
not effective with high reading ability students of Group A and proved
to be of little value to the low-reading group.
28
Table 16 shows the scores of fifteen children who made scores above
the mean score 131.66 in Group B.
TABLE 16
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF THE SCOHES OF CROUP B STUDENTS
OK THE WIEDEFELD-WALTKER GEOGRAPHY TEST WHOSE
BEADING SCORES WERE ABOVE THE MEAN




























































































As previous stated, in Group B there were fifteen children who
made at>ove the mean score 131.66 and fifteen who made below that score.
In the upper reading group, as may be seen from Table 16, a gain of
14.0 points was made without the use of the workbook and 10.33 points
with the workbook. These students gained more without the use of the
workbook. The table which follows shows the fifteen students with
scores below the mean score 131.66.
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TABLE 17
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIOI OP THE SCOEES OP GROUP B STUDENTS
ON THE WIEDEFELD-WAITHER GEOGRAPHY TEST WHOSE READ
ING SCORES WERE BELOW TEE MM SCORE OU






















































































From the preceding table it can be seen that the lower reading group
without the workbook gained 17.6? points and with the workbook gained
only 3.33 points. These figures show that the workbooks did not make
much difference in either the low or high readers of aroup B. Both
types of readers progressed Hiore without the workbook.
CHAPTER III
SUMMAEY AKD CONCLUSIONS
Summary.—The purpose of this study, as stated in Chapter 1, was to
answer the following questions:
1. Will the achievement in geography be improved by using
a workbook?
2. What difference, if any, is there in the degree of high
intelligence and of low intelligence?
3. What difference, if any, is there in the degree of the
effectiveness of the use of a workbook in terms of
different areas of learning in geography?
4. What difference, if any, is there in the degree of the
effectiveness of the workbook with students of high reading
ability and of low reading ability?
Two classes of thirty pupils each were selected for this study. Both
classes were given the Otis Quick Scoring Mental Ability Test, Form B,
Type Beta, the Iowa Silent Reading Elementary Test, Form B M and the
Wiedefeld-Walther Geography Test, Form A. One class became the control
group for nine weeks while the other group used the workbook. At th©
end of nine weeks the intermediate test was given to determine the
achievement of both groups. At the beginning of the tenth week the
control group became the experimental group, while the former ex
perimental group became the control group. At the end of eighteen weeks
a final test was given.
In order to answer the questions which were asked in the statements
31
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of the purpose, the following techniques were usedi The Mean, the
standard deviation, the difference in the mean score, the standard error
of the difference and the critical ratio, all were computed from scores
made by each group on the mental, reading and geography tests.
Zn answer to the questions, the following things were founds
1. The difference between the geography mean scores of
Group A and Group B was not significant while either
of the groups used the workbooks. The achievement in
geography indicated no significant advantage of the work
book over the usual instruction method.
2. The workbook was slightly effective for Group A students
whose intelligence quotients were above the mean Intelligence
quotient score. The use of the book was not effective for
the lower intelligence group. In Group B, the workbook was
not effective with the students above or below the mean
intelligence quotient score.
3. In Part II of the geography test which measures geography
vocabulary geographical relationships and locations!
geography, the use of the workbook showed a slight effect
upon Group A, while in Part I of the geography test, which
measures the ability to read various types of geographical
material, Group A gained the same number of points while
using the workbook as it did not using it. The use of the
workbook was not effective in either parts of the test for
Group B.
33
4. The students of high reading ability in Group A gained more
without the use of the workbook. It proved to be of little
value to the low readers. In Group B both the puoils of
high and low reading ability progressed more without the
workbooks.
Conclusions.—The initial test showed Group A to have 99.8 chances
out of 100 of making better scores than Group B, however, Group B achieved
more throughout the experiment than did Group A. This indicates that
one may not always predict from the beginning the class which will achieve
most.
All the students, except three of Group A who were ill during the
experiment period, gained from the experiment.
From this experiment the writer was able to get a true picture of
the effect of the use of the workbook as contrasted with the regular
method of teaching. The workbooks are probably useful in directing the
attention of the pupils and teachers to specific items of knowledge.
This is in agreement with A. W. Hurd as quoted in the related literature.
The results of this study do not seem to justify the use of the workbook
other than as a time saver.
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By M. Theresa Wiedefeld
Supervisor of Elementary Schools, Maryland State Department of Education
and E. Curt Walther
Head of Subject Matter Department, Geography
Maryland State Normal School, Towson, Maryland
TEST: FORM B
For Grades 4 to 8
Do not open this booklet, or turn it over, until you* are told to do so. Fill these
blanks, giving your name, age, etc; Write plainly.
Name Date
Age years months. Teacher
Grade School City
.19.
Directions. Do not turn this page until you are told to do so. This test
has six parts. When you are told to start, turn to the next page. Read the
directions and begin. When you finish the first part, go right on to the next
part; read the directions for that part and do as they tell you.
When your teacher tells you to stop work on a part before you have finished,
go right on to the next part. If you have time later, go back to the part you
did not finish.
You are not expected to be able to answer all the questions. Do the best
you can. Do not hurry, but do not waste time^ Read the directions for each
part carefully so that you will know how to answer the questions.
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PART 1. STUDY ABILITIES IN GEOGRAPHY
TEST I. READING
Directions. Here are some paragraphs just like the paragraphs you read
in your geography lessons. The sentences in each paragraph are numbered.
Each paragraph is followed by a question. One sentence in the paragraph
contains information that helps to answer the question better than any other
sentence in the paragraph.
First read the paragraph. Then read the question. Then pick the one
sentence that you think helps best to answer the question. Write the number
of the sentence you choose in the parentheses after the question. The sample
is done correctly for you.
Sample.
1 Because of the long, warm, moist summers of the South crops are
raised which are not raised in the North. 2 Fruits and vegetables
are raised. s Thousands of bushels of many kinds of nuts are raised
every year. * These products are sold in Northern markets.
Why is cotton raising an important industry of the Southern states?. ( 7 )
1 People in a city eat enough eggs in one day to fill a small house.
aThey buy eggs from stores. sThe storekeepers buy them from
farmers. * Most farmers raise large flocks of chickens.
1. Why do so many farmers raise chickens? . ■ ( ) i
1 Some rivers overflpw their banks. s They spread out for miles
on the lowlands and become very sluggish. a When the flood is over,
a covering of fine mud is left on the lowlands. "* Land covered with
water in this way is called a flood plain.
2. Why does a flood plain make good farm land? ( ) 2
1 Desert nomads live on the edge of the desert with their camels,
sheep, and goats. 2 The flocks feed on patches of grass and shrubs.
3 They move from patch to patch, often crossing large barren
stretches. ••* Desert sheep, like camels, are able to store fat
3. Why can sheep live on the desert without food for several days? ( ) 3
♦
1 California is noted for its climate. s In the southern part there
is agreeable temperature and little rain, and the people boast of 300
days of sunshine each year. s There are many large orange groves.
■* Lemons, grapefruit, and dates are also grown.
4. Why did the moving-picture industry locate in California? ( ) 1
1 The Lapps do not always live in one place. ® Whep their rein
deer have fed on one pasture, they move to another feeding
ground. 3 Like all wandering people they live in tents. •* The tents
are made of cloth and are easy to put up.
6. Why are the Lapps a wandering people? ( ) 5
1 Mountains affect the climate of a country in different ways.
2 Sometimes they make it warmer by shutting off" cold winds.
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5 Sometimes they keep out the winds that bring rain. * Sometimes
they make it cooler by stopping hot winds. j
6. How do mountains help to cause deserts? ( ) e
1 Australia is young and has a small population. e Iron ore and
other raw materials are abundant. s There is plenty of coal for
power. * There are waterfalls which may furnish power in the future.
7. Why is Australia not an important manufacturing country? ( ) 7
1 Japan is a land of extremes in climate. 2 In winter the cold is
intense; in summer the temperature is high. s The rainfall varies in
different parts from 27.5 in. to 120.5 in* * Winds blowing over the
Japan Current carry warm, moist air toward the mountains of Japan.
8. Why is Japan one of the rainiest regions in the world? ( )s
1 Almost all of Nevada is in the Great Basin. g It is a high plateau
bordered by higher mountains on the east and the west. s Streams
that flow into the Great Basin do not find a way out. ^ They flow
into lakes which have no outlets.
9. Why is so much of the state of Nevada a desert? ( ) 9
1 Only two of the twenty-five largest cities of the United States
are in the South. z There are many towns and small cities there.
3 Farming has always been the chief occupation of the people.
, ■ * Farms are as necessary to a nation as large cities.
10.! Why are there so few large cities in southern United States ? ( ) 10
1 The shape of South America is a triangle. s It is widest in the
north and narrowest in the south. s The regular coast line accentu
ates the triangular shape. ■* A high range of mountains parallels the
long side of the triangle.
11. Why does eastern South America differ from the western part? ( ) a
1 The United States uses a great deal of coffee. ® It is imported
chiefly from Brazil. s Brazil is a great coffee-producing country.
* Coffee grows best in warm upland regions with frost drainage.
12. Why does not the United States produce coffee ? \ ( ) 12
1 Lancashire County, England, with its capital at Manchester, is
the world's greatest cotton-manufacturing center. g The southwest
winds give the region a damp climate, and there is abundance ofpure
water. s In recent years the Manchester Ship Canal was built to con
nect the city with the sea. ^ Today cotton is shipped over this canal.
13. Why were cotton textiles manufactured early in Manchester? ( ) is
1 The western lowland of Peru lies between the Andes Mountains
t and the Pacific Ocean. 2 A cold current flows along the coast of
Peru. s Winds blowing from the cool sea toward the hot land be
come warm and dry. * When the winds reach the high Andes, they
lose their moisture.
14. Why are the coastal lands of Perumostly arid? ( ) u
I 3 1 /
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1 Grains, vegetables, and fruits are raised in the Swiss valleys.
2 On the slopes of the mountains there are fine pastures, and dairying
is the most important kind of farming. 3 In spring and summer, as
the snow melts, the cattle and goats are driven farther and farther
up the slopes to new grazing lands among the mountains. •* Here
the herders make cheese from the milk.
15. Why do the Swiss people make so much of their milk into cheese ? (
1 Hot weather all the year and plenty of rainfall are needed to raise
. sugar cane. s It often grows in a warm temperate region like that
of Louisiana. sThe soils of Louisiana are good for sugar cane.
* Cold waves sometimes sweep down the Mississippi Valley, bringing
frosts to Louisiana.
16. Why does sugar-cane production in Louisiana vary from year to year ?( ) 16
Number right (Score, Test I)
TEST II. ORGANIZATION
Directions. When we answer a problem in geography, we usually give
a general statement and then the causes or reasons explaining the statement.
Each problem below is followed by its answer in the form of several state
ments. Decide which statement of the answer is the general statement and
write its number in the parentheses after the problem. «
There is one statement in each answer that does not explain the general
statement. Write its number in the box at the right. See how the sample
is done. ' t
Sample.
Why are trees of great importance to us? - ( <? )
1 Lumber for our houses is made from trees.
2 Trees give us shelter from the sun. •
3 Trees are the main source of our shelter.
4 Some trees lose their leaves in winter.
1-2. Why do some people prefer to live in brick houses? ( )
1 Brick houses are often red.
2 Brick houses have many advantages.
3 Brick houses last a long time.
4 Brick houses are warm in winter and cool in summer.
3-4. Why do people in different parts of the world dress so differently ?... (
1 People who live in very hot climates wear very little clothing.
2 People who live in cold climates wear clothes made of fur.
3 The clothing of people is almost as important as their food.
4 The kind of clothing people wear depends on the climate.
6-6. Why is New Orleans the most important seaport of the South ? ( ) 5
1 NewOrleans is located near the end of the rich Mississippi Valley.
2 New Orleans will have much more trade in the future.
3 New Orleans has many advantages for trade.
4 New Orleans faces Mexico, Central America, and South America.
5 Railroads from all parts of the South meet at New Orleans.
[4]
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7-8. What effect has dense population in China had upon the people ?. ( ) 7
1 ..Need for land in China is so great that roads are narrow paths.
2 Few peoples in the world wort as hard as the Chinese.
3 The Chinese people are very thrifty.
4 The Chinese represent a very old civilization.
5 The farms are small and irregular in shape.
1 Chile has a temperate climate.
2 Chile is rich in mineral wealth.
3 Chile imports shoes, textiles, and other manufactured goods.
4 Of the west coast countries, Chile has the most favorable
conditions for progress.
11-12. Why has Rumania been slow to profit from her advantages gained
from the World War? (
1 Rumania has been passing through a period of financial strain.
2 Rumania's money is worth less than that of other countries.
3 Rumania has millions of acres of forest land.
4 Rumania's government is not stable — few people will invest
money in a. country where the government is not stable.
5 The people of Rumania have had to pay heavy taxes for a
' large army to protect the new territories.
our largest freight movements.
2 The Ohio River is subject to frequent floods.
3 The Ohio River runs through a rich agricultural region.
4 The Ohio River is part of a great system of inland transporta
tion routes.
5 There is an abundance of coal at the headwaters of the Ohio.
6 There are many manufacturing cities in the valley of the Ohio.
9-10. What makes Chile an important country of South America? ( ) 9
10
12
13-14. Why is the Ohio River so important to the commerce of the United
States? ,....„.... ( )is
i The Ohio River runs east/knd west, the general direction of
H
Directions. In Nos. 15-19 decide on the two main parts of the answer and
write their numbers after I and II. Then pick the statements which explain
each part and write their numbers on the lines under the I and the II.
15-19. How do the Swiss people make their living from their mountains ? I ( ) 15
1 The Swiss have built tourist hotels in the mountains. i 16
2 The Swiss have built up a prosperous tourist trade. 2 n
3 The Swiss have developed dairying and the manufac- jj( \18
ture of milk products.
4 The Swiss graze their goats and cows on the mountains.
5 The Swiss make a living as tourist guides. 2~
6 The Swiss make fine-watches.
7 The Swiss manufacture butter, cheese, condensed milk,
and milk chocolate. v
[5] Number right .(Score, Test II)
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TEST III. MAP AND GRAPH READING
H&l TBMEERATOIffijWDRAINFAIl-JANUSKY
Directions. Find the answers to the following questions in the maps across
the top of both pages. Write, the answer to each question in the parentheses.
1. What is the name of the largest city in France ? (_
2. What French city is farthest nortlj ? (
3. What city is southwest of Paris ? (_
4. In what season does Marseille get the most rain ? (_
6. In what country is the rainfall over 8 inches in July ? .. .. (_
6. What city is located 480 50' N. and 2° 20' E. ? (_
7. What city is about 140 miles from Paris ? (_
8. What city in France is farthest from the seacoast ? ....(_
9. What is the largest port on the southern coast of France ?.(_
10. What country has an area of about 210,000 square miles ?(_
11. What city is at a point where a river flowing west turns
and flows southward ? (_
12. Onwhich map is the temperature ofthe air over the English
Channel warmer than over northeastern France ? ■•...(_
13. What city has the warmest temperature in January ? ... (_
14. What country extends from 490 30' N. to 510 31' N. ? .. (_
15. What is the name of the longest river in France ? (_
16. Which map shows the warming influence of the Atlantic ?(_
17. What city has an average monthly temperature of 38°
for January and 68° for July ? . (_
18. By studying the sketch below and the maps you can find
the parallel alongwhich this cross-section was made. Write
the number,of the parallel in the parentheses .{[_
Ji
_)■'•




19. A man started from Paris to visit another city. After trav
eling upstream for a distance he crossed the Atlantic-Medi
terranean watershed and then traveled downstream until he
reached the sea. What is the name of the city he visited ? (_
20. What country extends through 8 degrees of latitude ?....(_
21. How many of the cities shown in France are less than iooo
feet above sea level ? .. (_
22. This picture was
taken in France in one of
the places lettered in the
little map at the right.
Draw a ring around the
letter on the map that
showswhere the scene of
the picture is in France.
23. What is the average July temperature for Bordeaux ? ....(_
1 " ~=~- - 24. How many cities in
' ; France are in the Mediter-
1 ranean drainage basin ?(_
25. Draw a ring around
1 the letter of the place on
• the little map at the
: right that shows where
: the scene of the picture
. J at the left is in France.
Directions. Read the questions below. Find in the graphs the answer
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26. From what country does the United States get most silk ?(_
27. In what year did the United States import most silk ?....(.




(Test III is continued on page 8.)
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29. When did the United States import most silk from Italy ?.. (_
30. When did the United States import about $256,000,000
worth of silk from Japan ? (_
31. The United States spent about $82,000,000 for "silk in (_
32. In what year was silk cheapest ? ■. (_
THE TRADE OF BRA2IL IN 1923
_)29
Bg.3 Imports byArticles Fig.4 Exports byArticles , Fig.5 Imports by Countries Fig.6 Exports by Countries
33. Of which product does Brazil export the largest amount ?( ) 33
34. What is the leading import of Brazil ? (__ ) 34
35. Brazil buys almost one fourth of her goods from .... ( )
36. How many countries sell Brazil relatively more than they






Mean MonthlyTemperature and RajniaJJ
for BANAMA. CONGO
t?._ «~ MeanMontMyTemperature andRainiall
rlg-10 fcr BAW5ON CITY, CANADA
37. In what month does Cordoba
get the least rain ? (_
38. In what month is Timbuctu's
rainfall about 3.5 inches ?....(_
39. Which figure shows the longest
dry season ? (_
40. In which figure does winter
come in June and July ? .(_
41. In which figure is the average




42. Which figure shows the heaviest rain in a single month ? . ( ____) 42
43. The equatorial type of climate has a rather uniform tem
perature throughout the year, with four seasons — two wet
and two dry. Which figure shows this type of climate ? . ( )
44. In which figure is the annual range of temperature about 8o° ?( ' . - )
[ 8 ] Number right..' {Score, Test III)
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PART 2. GEOGRAPHY INFORMATION
TEST IV. GEOGRAPHY VOCABULARY
Directions. To know the meanings of geographical words, you should be
able to associate them with particular places or type regions on the earth. It
is not enough to know that a " junk " is a kind of boat; you must know that
it is used in China.
Choose the place to which you think each word belongs and write its num
ber in the parentheses at the right. The sample is done correctly.
Sample.
junk i India 2 China 3 Arabia 4 Siam ( 2 )
1. camel 1 desert 2 jungle 3 prairie 4 tundra ( )i
2. dike 1 highlands 2 lowlands 3 plateaus 4 mountains( ) 2
3. igloo I Japan 2 Mexico 3 Cuba 4 Baffin Island( ) 3
4. continent I South Carolina 2 South America 3 South Africa
4 New South Wales ( ) 4
6. kangaroo I Canada 2 Newfoundland 3 Australia 4 India( ) 5
6. oasis 1 Brazil 2 Czechoslovakia 3 Portugal 4 Arabia( ) 6
7. king 1 France 2 Belgium 3 Germany 4 Ireland... ( ). 7
8. canal 1 Magellan 2 Caspian 3 Panama 4 Gibraltar( ) s
9. blubber 1 Greenland 2 Holland 3 Persia 4 Taiwan( ) 9
10. skiing I Norway 2 Portugal 3 Greece 4 Belgium( ) 10
11. peninsula 1 Oregon 2 Ohio 3 Florida 4 Vermont ( ) 11
12. cactus 1 Maine 2 Minnesota 3 Iowa 4 Arizona..( ) 12
13. gondola 1 Paris 2 Vienna 3 Venice 4 Rome ( ) 13
14. Orient 1 China 2 Peru 3 United States 4 France( ) 14
45. Tropic of Cancer 1 Alaska 2 Canada 3 United States 4 Mexico( ) 15
16. volcano 1 Catskills 2 Andes 3 Ozarks 4 Alps ( ) 16
17. seaport 1 Paris 2 Naples 3 Berlin 4 Brussels ( ) 17
18. prime meridian 1 Italy 2 England 3 Sudan 4 Brazil ( ) is
19. poncho 1 Bolivia 2 Bombay 3 Borneo 4 Bulgaria..( ) 19
20. monsoon 1 Egypt 2 India 3 Canada 4 Algeria ( ) 20
21. cannibal 1 steppe 2 llanos 3 jungle 4 tundra. ( )2i
22. manioc 1 Egypt 2 China 3 Belgian Congo 4 Australia( ) 22
23. tornado 1 Kansas 2 Italy 3 Switzerland 4 Tibet.. . ( ) 23
24. coolies 1 Persia 2 Turkey 3 China 4 Arabia ( ) 24
25. pampas 1 Chile 2 Brazil 3 Peru 4 Argentina ( ) 25
26. lira 1 Spain 2 France 3 Italy 4 Germany.....( ) 26
27*. chinook 1 Ontario 2 Greenland 3 Alberta 4 Quebec( ) 27
28. caribou 1 desert 2 prairie 3 jungle 4 tundra ( ) 28
29. veldt 1 forest 2 swamp 3 desert 4 grass.. ( ) 29
30. ebony I Persia 2 Afghanistan 3 Malay Peninsula 4 Iraq( ) 30
[ 9 ] Number right (Score, Test IF)
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TEST V. GEOGRAPHICAL RELATIONSHIPS
Directions. Column i tells some of the things that people do in different
countries, while Column 2 gives some of the reasons for this. Thus statement
No. 3 explains why people engage in fishing in Norway. Write the number 3
after Fishing in Norway. Do the rest the same way.
Colu&n 1 (Statements of Effect) Column 2 (Statements of Causes)
Sample. Fishing in Norway ( ) 1. flat-topped hills covered with evergreen forests.
1. People eating mainly 2" short summers; people depend upon hunting
meat ( ) for a living
3. poor, rocky, forest-covered sou near the sea.
2. Natives wearing little low, wet country with many canals,
clothing. ( ) s hot> w£t dImate
3. People living in tents of g# not) fay climate; people move about seeking
goat's-hair cloth. . . ( ) pasture for their herds.
4. Transportation by boats( ) 7. high mountains covered with snow.
Directions. Do this next
5. Toy manufacturing in
Germany ( )
6. Sheep grazing on the
" downs " of England... ( )
7. Cod fishing on the Grand
Banks -.......( )
8. Marketing wool at
Boston ( )
9. Oyster farming in Chesa
peake Bay ( )
10. Mining in Pennsylvania( )
11. Corn raising in Iowa....(. )
12. Growing coconuts in the
Philippine Islands ( )
Directions. Do this next
13. Days and nights always
equal ( )
14. Temporary houses built
of snow ( )
15. Rivers with wide, deep
mouths ( )
16. Movement toward inde
pendence in India ( )
17. Early civilization of
Egypt ( )
18. The Free City of Danzig( )
19. Many waterfalls in the
rivers ( )
20. Thorny cacti ( )
group in the same way as the one above.
1. hot summers with frequent thunder showers;
much level, fertile land.
2. moderate rain supports mainly grass, since the
water drains through the soft, porous rock.
3. plenty of patient, skilled labor, mainly women
and children who work in their homes.
4. near large textile-manufacturing cities.
5. shallow seas where warm and cold currentsmeet.
6. bodies of shallow salt water, with black, muddy
bottoms, protected from heavy ocean waves.
7. long, cold winters with heavy snow.
8. thick beds of coal .near large industrial cities.
9. a warm, moist climate all year round; ex
posed to salty ocean breezes.
10. short, cool summers with long days and very
short nights.
group in the same way.
1. placed halfway between North and South poles.
2. tilting of the earth's axis toward the sun.
3. the winters are too long and cold for trees to
grow; people wander from place to place.
41 a region of many peoples and countries con
trolled by a foreign power.
5. strong tidal currents flow back and forth.
6. alternate layers of hard and. soft rock.
7. control of a mountain pass leading to a large,
rich country.
8. a large country needing an outlet to the sea.
9. a hot, dry climate with occasional rainstorms.
10. a fertile lowland with a warm climate; pro
tected by deserts and seas from invasion.
[ 10 ] Number right (Score, Test V)
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TEST VL PLACE GEOGRAPHY
Directions. After the name of each place in the lists below write the
number that most nearly shows where it is located. The United States is
shown on the map of the Western Hemisphere by the number 38. Write the
number 38 in the parentheses after United States. What number shows where
New York City is on the map of the United States ? Write the number 5 in
the parentheses after New York City. Do the rest the same way.
1. United States (
2. Argentina ........(
3. St. Lawrence Valley(
4. Andes Mountains . (
L3. New York City ...(
.4. Cascade Range ... (
.5. Houston (
.6. Washington, D. C..(
.7. Colorado (
Western Hemisphere
) 6. Pacific Ocean . ( ) 9. Greenland ( )
) 6. Montevideo .. ( ) 10. Porto Rico ... ( )
) 7. Labrador ( ) 11. Santos ..( )
) 8. Amazon River.( ) 12. Peru ( )
United ^States
) 18. California .... ( ) 23. Minneapolis .. ( )
) 19. Seattle ( ) 24. Ohio River ... ( )
) 20. Pennsylvania .( ) 25. Lake Superior.( )
) 21. Trenton ( ) 26. Cincinnati ( )
) 22. Atlanta ( ) 27. Florida ( )
[ ii ] (Test VI is continued on page 12.)
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Directions. After the name of each place in the lists below write the.














) 6. Ganges Valley.. (
) 7. Tasmania ("
) 8. Caspian Sea.. .. (
) 9. Singapore (
) 10. The Alps (
Europe
) 20. Elbe River (
) 21. Greenwich (
) 22. Barcelona (
) 23. Norway (
[12]
) 11. PhilippineIslands(
) 12. Bagdad .. (
) 13. Lake Chad (
) 14. Nile River (
) 15. Cape Town {
) 24. Poland (
) 25. Odessa (
) 26. Glasgow..,..,.(
) 27. Hamburg (
Number right {Score Test VT,
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TEST 6. PART B: USE OF AN INDEX
sections. The answers to the questions in Col
in 2 are found in the index below. First read
2 question and then find the desired answer by
(king under the proper topic in the index. Then
:ate your answer among the possible answers given
th the question and fill in the answer space in the
irgin which is numbered the same.
Study the samples carefully before you try to
swer the questions.
Look at Sample A. In the index under "Oregon"
u will find the word "lumber" and the page refer
ee, 173. 173 is second'among the answers given
th the question; so the second answer space has
en filled in. •
Look at Sample B. See if you can find the page
:erence in the index. The correct answer space is
irked.
Answer the remaining exercises the same way.
Index
rica: 19-27; deserts, 216; houses of central, 182; irriga
tion in northern, 138; map, 55; mountains, 232; Negroes
ji, 179-181; topography, 181-282.
tronomy: 22-24; denned, 23; American astronomers, 24;
Lowell Observatory, 76.
tany: denned, 35; study of, 36-38.
lifornia: deserts, 209; grapefruit, 135; irrigation, 133-136;
Dlives, 139; oranges, 132, 134; peaches, 139; petroleum,
263; rainfall, 135; salmon, 204-205; sand dunes, 210;
temperatures, 135; truck farming, 122.
liry cattle: 73-75; France, 76, 184; Indiana, 65; Ireland,
73; lack in China, 130; lack in Japan, 128; Poland, 84, 86.
;rmany: 83-85,235; cities, 82; dairying, 158; farming, 82,
83; fisheries, 205; manufacturing, 267; potatoes, 82;
rainfall, Fig., 82; sugar beets, 82.
eenland: 23,24; fisheries, Fig. 2, page 202; temperatures,
187.
>lland: 29, 159, 235; cheese, 160; dairying, 158; farm
houses, 160; fisheries, 205; transportation by canal, 160.
dgation: Arizona, Fig. 5, page 136; field crops, 137; Hawaii,
115; Imperial Valley, 220; Nile Basin, 22; southern Africa,
138; Oregon, 138; semi-arid regions, 214; Utah, 210;
Washington, 138.
:egon: 99-105; apples, 138; automobiles, 99; horses, 99;
irrigation, 138; lumber, 173; salmon, 205, 207; wheat, 98.
inching: Argentina, 161; Australia, 163 ; ranges, 161-162 ;
reindeer in Alaska, 192 ; South Africa, 163 ; Western states,
163. See also Herding. ,
mi altitude of, 30, 32; effect on temperature, 71, 178, 189;
sunrise and sunset, 21. See also Solar System.
;xas: cattie farms, 163; cotton, 148; forests, 174; oranges,
132; peaches, 139; pecans, 148; petroleum, 263; rainfall,
148; temperature, 148.
ruck fanning: 126; Japanese, 88.
tah: copper, 240; irrigation, 210-211; map, 230.
olga River: 101-103; delta, 150; farming beside, 102; life
of people, 10; traffic on, 103.
Washington (state): 45-47". apples, 138; automobiles, 99;
horses, 99; irrigation, 138; lumber, 173; map, opposite
page 47 ; salmon, 205-207; wheat, 99.
Slop here.
Samples.
A. What page discusses lumbering in Oregon ?
1 138 2 173 3 92 4 98 5 185 ..a
B. What page gives information about fisheries in
Germany ?
1 156 2 235 3 83 4 205 5 82 . b
1. On what page is information given about irrigating
land in northern Africa?
1 19 2 55 3 138 4 179 5 216...... 1
2. Next to what page can you find a map of the state
of Washington? 145 2 47 3 55 4 99 5 138 2
3. Does the index tell where to find about the altitude
of the sun? 1 Yes 2 No ...' 3
4. What is the number of the figure which shows
about the fisheries of Greenland?
11 2 2 3 7 4 23 5 24 4
5. Under what word in this index is a reference given
to the growth of oranges in California ?
1 California 2 grapefruit 3 oranges
4 ranching 5 Texas ">
6. On what page can a definition of astronomy be
found? 1 20 2 21 3 22 4 23 5 24 u
7. Where is a discussion given about the lack of dairy
cattle in Japan? 165 2 73 3 76 4 84 5 128;
8. On what page will information be
found about cotton raising-in Texas?
1 132 2 139 3 148 4 163 5
9. Where will you find a map of Africa?
1 19 2 24 3 27 4 55 5 181
*■" ^*
174
10. Does the index tell you on what page you can find
something about the schools of Russia-?
1 Yes 2 No 10
11. On what page will you find a figure showing how
many acres of land in Arizona are being irrigated ?
15 2 22 3 115 4 135 5 136 11
12. Under what topic can you find an additional
reference to ranching? 1 butter 2 dairying
3 fanning 4 grazing 5 herding 12
13. On what page is cheese making in Holland dis
cussed? 1 29 2 158 3 159 4 160 5 205 13
14. Onwhatpage can you find a figure showing the rain -
fall in Germany? 182 2 83 3158 4 205 5 235 u
15. Where is a map of Utah given? ♦
" 1210 2 211 3 230 4 240 5 263... 15
16. On what pages is the study of botany described ?
122-24 2 35-36 3 36-38 4179-181 5 181-182 16
17. Can you find information about the study of
astronomy at Lick Observatory? 1 Yes 2 No 17
18. On what page will you find information about
the river traffic on the Volga?
1 12 2 101 3 102 4 103 5 150 ... is
Wait for further instructions.
12
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i
TEST 2. DIRECTED READING — FIRST SELECTION I
i
Directions. A story is given below. Read each question and find the sentence in the story which j
answers it. Notice the number of this sentence. Find this number among the answer spaces at the right
of the question and fill in the space under it.
Look at Sample A below. Space No. 2 is filled because the question asked in the sample is answered
in sentence No. 2 in the story. Study Sample B. Read the question. Sentence No. 1 gives the answer
to the question; so space No. 1 should be filled in. Do it now. Answer the other questions in a similar
manner.
You will have five minutes for this work. You may read parts of the story again if you need to do so.
4
Slate
I Slate is a name which is used to include many dif
ferent kinds of rock. 2 The most common kind is that
made up of clay and silex and is generally known as
clay slate. 3 Slate is found in layers below the surface
of the earth. 4 Geologists call these layers strata.
5 The sheets of slate are lying in almost all positions,
ranging from horizontal to vertical. 6 In some places
they appear to have been folded like cloth or paper
before the rock was hardened. 7 Millions of years of
changes within the earth were probably required for
the slate to reach its present state. 8 Slate splits easily
into slabs and thin sheets. 9 It is very hard, although
it varies in hardness and structure, depending upon the
quarries from which it is taken. 10Many different
colors of slate have been found, but most of it is bluish
black. <
II The principal slate quarries of the country are
located in the states of Pennsylvania and Vermont.
12 The Pennsylvania quarries are the larger. 13 Those
of Vermont furnish the finer quality of slate. 14A
date quarry differs from that,of any other kind of rock
fiuarry. 15 Since the stone is in thin layers, it must be
taken out very carefully or it will be worthless. 16 The
oosening of the layers is usually done with wedges.
7 Blasting is sometimes necessary to loosen the rock.
8 However, slate is rarely blasted, out except at the
ipening of the quarry. I9 The quarry follows the dip
)f the strata and in time may become quite deep.
10 Grooves are cut in the rock to limit the size of the
slabs split off.
21 The greatest use made of slate is in roofing build-
ngs. 22 It is very desirable for this purpose because it
•esists all actions of the weather and is also fireproof.
The slate is put on the roof in much the same way as
Jungles. 24 From a distance it closely resembles the
shingle roof, except for the difference in color. 28 Al-
nost all the blackboards found in schoolrooms are
nade from slate. 26 It is especially suitable for this
mrpose because the surface is smooth and can be
:asily cleaned and because it naturally splits into thin
iheets or layers. 27 The softest varieties of slate are
ised for making pencils.
Samples ■$>
A. Is slate often made up of clay and silex ?.. . a
B. Are many kinds of rock called slate? b
1. In what form is slate usually found ? i
2. What is the name given to the most common
kind of slate ? o
3. What name does the geologist give to the
layers of slate ? 3
4. How long has it taken for the layers of slate to
form ? 4
5. In what positions are the layers of slate ordi
narily found ? •.... 5
6. When, in the formation of the layers of slate,
did the curves and folds appear? 6
7. Into what forms does the slate split most
easily ? 7
8. What is the most common color of slate ? .. 8
9. Where are the largest slate quarries found in
this country ? 9
10. Which state produces the best slate? 10
11. What tools are used to loosen the layers of
slate ? 11
12. Why must the slate be handled very care-
. fully ?. .12
13. When is blasting used to loosen slate rock?. 13
14. In quarrying, what determines the size of the
pieces of slate ? u ,
15. What things make slate suitable for the roofs of
buildings? 15
16. In what way is the largest amount of slate
used? i6
17. For what is slate used in the schoolroom ?.. 17
18. Which sentence gives three reasons why slate
is suitable for blackboards? is
19. What other kind of roof does a slate roof look
like? 19
20. What kind of slate can be made into pencils ? 20
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TEST 6. PART A: ALPHABETIZING; USING GUIDE WORDS
Column 1
Directions. This test will show how well you are
able to locate words in an alphabetical list such as in
the dictionary.
Study the sample below. List A contains the words
to be located. List B is made up of guide words
such as are placed at the top of a page of a dictionary
to tell you which words are included on that page.
For each word in List A you are to find the pair of
guide words between which the word would be found
in an alphabetical list. Notice the number of this
pair of words. Then fill in the answer space under
this same number at the right of the word in List A.
List B
(Guide Words)
1. and — are
2. arm — ask
3. bad — big
4. bill —bird








1 2 3 4 5
I
I
For example, bed, the first word in List A in the
sample, will be found in the dictionary between bad
and big. This pair is No. 3 in List B ; so the third
answer space after bed is filled in. The second word
in List A, car, is found between cab and cat, the fifth
pair in List B. Therefore, answer space No. 5 has
been filled in after car. Where would the third word,
any, be found? This sample exercise is answered
correctly by filling in answer space No. 1.
Do the exercises in Column 2 in a similar way.
Notice that some guide words may be used more than




1. able — action
2. after — agree
3. aid — also




8. cake — called
9. care — cart
10. comb — coming
11. gem — gentle
12. gently — get





18. make — most
19. rain — rat
20. reach — ready
21. reason — roll
22. sack —said
23. sail — salt




28. words — worm
29. yard — yarn
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TEST 2. DIRECTED READING— SECOND SELECTION
)ieections. A story is given below. Read each question and answer it just as you did in the first se-
:ction. The sample is answered correctly. You will have five minutes for this work. ■►
5
Life in a Castle tn Olden Times
1 In olden times a knight's castle was planned mainly
>r the protection of his family and his followers.
However, many of the richer noblemen built splendid
astles which became the real homes of their families.
Around the castle and close to it for protection, the
)llowers of the lord of the castle made their homes.
In this way a village grew up, often within the outer
rart of the castle. 5 Here would be found the forge
r blacksmith shop where horses were shod and where
words and armor were made. 6 In the court also were
lie bakery, the carpenter shop, the stables, and usually
be church. 7 In some castles the outer court was
ften large enough to include the village, a garden, a
rater mill, a poultry yard, and cultivated fields.
Many had lakes of fresh water for use in time of
iege. 9 In such a castle life was not as simple and
ull as one might think.
*• The daily life of the castle was centered in the large
lain room known as the hall. u In the earlier days
ad in the castles of the less wealthy knights the hall
ras only a large, bare room. 12 On some flat stones in
ie center, meat was cooked, and the smoke found its
ray out through a hole in the roof as best it could.
As time passed or the owners became richer and more
owerful, towers of more than one story were built.
Sometimes fireplaces with flues were made. 16 The
oors were tiled. 16The walls were hung with rich
ipestries, cloth of gold, banners, and shields. 17 Long
aken tables with wooden beaches stood ready for use
t mealtime. 18 The table of the master of the castle
sually stood on a platform at one end of the hall.
At the opposite end was a gallery for the musicians.
20 When bedtime came, the people of the household
ept in the castle hall. 21 For the servants coarse mat-
resses were laid on the hard floors. 22 The bed of the
taster of the castle and his lady commonly stood at
ie farther end of the hall, usually separated from the
:st of the room by curtains. M In the larger castles
jparate bedrooms were built on the upper floors.
24 In the smaller castles the furnishings of these
>oms were very simple. 25 In the homes of the
ealthy there was great display. 26 The high posts of
ie beds were sometimes overlaid with gold, inlaid with
rory, or ornamented with precious stones. V The bed
werings were of rich silk or fur with golden fringe.
The chests for clothing were handsomely carved.
Jewels were kept in smaller chests covered with
sather.
30 In spite of the rude magnificence which was found
i many of these castles, there was little that people
)day would call comfort. 31 The heavy stone walls
lust have been cold, since they were so thick. 32 The
)oms were not as light as we would wish our rooms to
e. 33 It was not safe to have the windows very large.
Even large windows would not let in much sunlight
cut into a wall ten or fifteen feet thick. 3S The rooms
rere often made more cheerful, therefore, by painting
ie walls with crude but bright and cheery designs.
Sample. Which sentence tells why a nobleman
built a castle in olden times?
1. Why did the people build their homes near the
castle? - i
2. What noblemen built large castles which later
became real family residences? 2
3. Where were the implements of war made ? . 3
4. When was it important to have a large supply
of fresh water within the court of a castle ?. 4
5. In the older and poorer castles, on what was the
cooking done ? s
6. Which room of the castle was in constant
use ? 6
7. How did the very rich noblemen sometimes heat
their castles ? 7
8. What decorations were used on the walls of
the castles ? s
9. Who used the balcony at the end of the castle
hall? '. 9
10. In what part of the hall was the knight's
table usually placed ? 10
5*
11. In what room did the master's family and fol
lowers usually sleep ? 11
12. What kinds of beds were used by the helpers
and followers of the lord of the castle ? .... 12
13. Were rooms on other floors of the castle some
times used as sleeping rooms ? 13
14. In the smaller castles what separated the
knight's bed from the rest of the hall? .... 14
15. How were the beds sometimes decorated ?.. 15
16. How were the clothing chests in the castles of
the rich knights decorated? ;. . . 16
17. Were these old castles comfortable homes ?. 17
18. Why were the castle windows made quite
small ? is
19. How many feet thick were the castle walls
sometimes built ? 19
20. How did the people who lived in these ancient
castles try to make the rooms more pleasant ? 20
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TEST 6. SENTENCE MEANING
Iowa Silent Reading: New Ed.: Elem.: Bm
rections. Read each question. If the answer is "Yes," fill in the space under YES in the margin. If the
iwer is "No," fill in the space under NO. Study the sample. Do not guess.
. Are all people dishonest?
May the day be darker than the night? -1
Could some of the customs of different countries be the same? 2
Does the United States need to save its forests?., 3
Is a tall man below average height ? • *
Is spending money the same as investing it? 5
Are the opinions of people always the same? , 6
Is a heavy piece of rock always valuable? 7
May Wednesday be the last day of the week? 8
Is the Fourth of July a national holiday? * •' • • -9
Do some plants prqduce flowers ? •'■ 10
Should a host be expected to be impolite to his guests? "
Will an autocratic form of government nourish where there is complete freedom of speech? 12
Are traffic rules made in order to reduce the number of accidents? 13
10+
May a shortage of food often be prevented by careful planning? ■ ■ 14
Is it a good thing for a person to maintain his credit? - • 15
Are rewards always in proportion to the difficulty of the task? is
Are weeds plants which need cultivation before they will grow? 17
Is treason to one's country punishable by death? • 18
Are bricks always used during the erection of a tall building? 19
Is manufacturing an important industry in America ? 20
Does a witness always teU. the truth? 21
Do people ever doubt other people's statements?
Is great physical skill necessary for tight-rope walking?
Is a conservative person usually radical in his point of view?
Are most birds able to fly when they are full grown? 25
Does a criminal always feel sorry that he has committed a crime? .. .26
Is it necessary for the President of the United States to be a citizen? 27
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TEST 3. WORD MEANING
DrBECTioxs. One of the four numbered words in each exercise means almost the same as the first word,
l-'ind the word. Note its number. Then mark the answer space in the margin which is numbered the same.
Sampt.e. Little — 1 real 2 light 3 small 4 brittle
1. True — 1 wise 2 correct 3 brave 4 obedient l
2. Level — 1 flat 2 large 3 crooked 4 gravel '2
3. Fright — 1 fear 2 fight 3 enemy 4 courage 3
4. Perform — 1 form 2 smile 3 act 4 jump 4
5. Common — ] ordinary 2 good 3 easy 4 complete s
6. Slender — 1 long 2 tall 3 straight 4 slim 6
7. Quietly — 1 soundly 2 quickly 3 silently , 4 fast 7
8. Hastily — 1 rudely 2 heartily 3 strangely 4 quickly 8
9. Gently — 1 neatly 2 nicely 3 kindly 4 lovely 9
10. Idly — 1 naughtily 2 sickly 3 busily 4 lazily 10
11. Magnificent — 1 magic 2 wonderful 3 good 4 electric 11
12. Annoyance — 1 disturbance 2 condition 3 help 4 enjoyment 12
13. Ancient — 1 wrecked 2 long 3 angry 4 old 13
14. Annual — 1 weekly 2 monthly 3 daily 4 yearly 14
16. Absurd — 1 absent 2 ridiculous 3 manifest 4 afraid r 15
16. Refresh — 1 reform 2 water 3 revive 4 destroy ie
17. Consequently — 1 consciously * 2 thus 3 accordingly 4 frequently 17
18. Sinewy — 1 false 2 strong 3 sincere 4 dewy is
19. Motive — 1 native 2 motor 3 reason 4 chance 19
20., Everlasting — 1 remaining 2 eternal 3 easy1 4 eventful 20
21. Preeminent — 1 superior 2 sure 3 bothered 4 skilled ,... 21
22. Anxiety — 1 curiosity 2 worry 3 sadness 4 hatred .22
23. Harass — 1 hitch 2 name 3 trouble 4 harness 23
24. Animosity — 1 friendship 2 activity 3 hostility 4 anniversary 24
25. Manifestation — 1 wonder 2 feasting 3 station 4 display 25
26. Peradventure — 1 going 2 perhaps 3 exciting 4 hardship 26
27. Prodigious — ] 1' prodigy 2 industrious 3 cruel 4 huge 27








































TEST 4. PARAGRAPH COMPREHENSION (Cont'd)
Iowa. Silent Reading: New Ed.: Elem.: Bm
6. The first silk, came from China. There, many
housands of years ago, patient workers began to study
he silkworm and to experiment with the cocoon,
rhey learned how to reel off the threads and prepare
:hem for use, and finally to manufacture many articles,
rhe facts about the first silk industry are gathered from
;arly notices by the Chinese government concerning the
rules of the silk culture. This industry was considered
so important that efforts were made to prevent knowl
edge of silkworms from being taken out of China.
6
A. Choose the best title for the paragraph. 1 The
Importance of the Silk Industry 2 The Way
Silk Is Made 3 The Origin of the Silk IndustryA
B. Why would the government have rules concerning
the silk industry? 1 to prevent the stealing of
cocoons 2 to save the mulberry trees
3 to keep the industry at home .; B
C. The first record of the silk industry shows that it
originated in — 1 Japan 2 China 3 India .. c
7. All rivers, sooner or later, pour their water into
the sea and carry with them a large amount of salt
which is easily dissolved in the water. Consequently
the rivers are carrying salt away all the time because
salt is very common in the soil. The waters of the
ocean are evaporated by the sun, but none of the salt
is taken up into the clouds. The water that returns
to the earth in rain has no salt; but by the time it
reaches the sea again, after soaking through the soil
and flowing down the rivers, it has .taken on another
load of salt. The oceans are thus receiving salt all the
time, but are never giving it up.
8. Flowers are put out by plants for the purpose of
developing seed. The seed in its turn will produce
new plants and flowers. The bright colors and per
fumes of the flowers are needed to attract the insects,
which carry pollen from one plant to another to make
the seeds fertile. When this has been done, the need
for the flower is gone. The plant then calls its life-
giving juices back into the stalk and leaves, and the
flower withers away.
9. The principal food of the starfish is the oyster,
starfish will wrap itself around the oyster and
fasten its hundreds of sucker-like feet to both sides
>f the shell. Then begins a tug of war, the oyster
jxerting itself to keep the shell closed and the starfish
straining to force it open. The starfish always wins,
For finally through weariness the muscles of the oyster
lx and the shell is opened enough so that the flesh
is exposed to the starfish.
7
A. Choose the best title for the paragraph. +
1 What Makes the Ocean Salty 2 How
Water Returns from the Ocean to the Land
3 How the Waters of the Ocean Evaporate . . A
B. Ho*w do rivers carry salt to the ocean ? 1 Salt is
dissolved in water as it runs into the soil.
2 Salt is commonly found in soil. 3 Rain
water is heavily loaded with salt B
C. The water of the ocean becomes more and more
salty because — 1 the bottom of the ocean is
covered with salt 2 the salt in the ocean
water is not evaporated into the clouds 3 the




Choose the best title for the paragraph. 1 How
Seeds Are Fertilized 2 Where Flower Seeds
Are Developed 3 Why Plants Need Flowers a
What attracts insects to the flowers of plants?
1 the perfume 2 the seeds " b
3 the pollen dust
C. The sweet-smelling flowers are useful to plants 9"^
because— 1 they produce the seed for new
plants 2 they are brightly colored 3 they c
give off pollen
A. Choose the best title for the paragraph. 1 How
the Starfish Eats Oysters 2 How the Oyster
Protects Itself 3 What the Starfish Eats.. A
B. How does the starfish open the oyster's shell?
1 cuts through the shell 2 crushes it
3 pulls it open with its feet B
C. The oyster always loses its fight with a starfish
because— 1 the starfish is the stronger
2 the oyster cannot swim away to safety
3 the excitement of the struggle kills it c
10. Swordfish are fighters, striking with lightning
speed. Sometimes in their excitement they attack
boats and ships, evidently mistaking them for whales.
They have been known to drive their long, sharp
weapons into the heavy copper sheathing, oak planks,
timbers of a ship to a depth of ten inches. In
:he British Museum in London there is a section of ship
banking a foot square which contains the broken ends
»f three swords of these fish, driven in during a com-
>ined attack on a sailing vessel.
10 +
A. Choose the best title for the paragraph. 1 The
Sword of the Swordfish 2 The Speed and Power
of the Swordfish 3 The Swordfish andthe Whale a
B. How far into the bottom of a ship have swordfish
been known to pierce with their swords ?
1 three feet 2 ten inches 3 two inches B
C. Swordfish are wicked fighters because of their —
1 size and shape 2 bad tempers 3 long,
sharp upper jaws c










































































































1 rural life 2 agreement 3 farming 4 archaeology i
1 height 2 alternate 3 level 4 drawn out 2
1 excite 2 banish 3 exist 4 kiU 3
1 make laws 2 deface 3 compel 4 police 4
1 distance around a circle 2 circulation 3 area 4 distance through 5
1 country 2 barren land 3 hindrance 4 sea 6
1 arm 2 enlighten 3 enliven 4 enroll 7
1 unite 2 compare 3 change 4 compute 8
1 farm 2 yell 3 produce 4 market 9
1 prosperity 2 eraser 3 good feeling 4 period of time 10
1 nervous system 2 head 3 middle part of body 4 feet u
1 decree 2 become less 3 change about 4 expand 12
1 withstand 2 circulate 3 sail across 4 sail around .13
1 follower 2 one who flees 3 one who chases 4 enemy u
1 diameter 2 disdain 3 ground covered 4 space between two objects.. 15
1 uneducated 2 ill-natured 3 foreign 4 illuminated 16
1 culminate 2 till 3 harvest 4 send 17
1 different 2 wrong 3 the same 4 correct is
1 secession 2 insurance 3 punishment 4 rebellion 19
1 examination 2 sample 3 answer 4 solution 20
1 a waterfall 2 damage 3 a barrier to keep in water 4 a power house . 21
1 experiment 2 state 3 expose 4 follow 22
1 navigation helps 2 deluge 3 sand bar 4 deposit at river's mouth 23
1 forgive 2 punish 3 dismiss 4 accept 24
1 fracture 2 a part 3 whole number 4 problem 25
1 army 2 quotient 3 soldier 4 certain amount 26
1 ancestry 2 skeleton 3 physiology 4 hygiene 27
1 nothing 2 cold 3 a minus quantity 4 a small number 2s
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TEST 4. PARAGRAPH COMPREHENSION
Directions. Read each paragraph carefully, and then study the questions A, B, and C at the right. Select
the correct answer. Notice the number of this answer. In the margin at the right, fill in the answer space
under this number. # . .
1. The toad is very lucky in having a tongue which
is well suited for its work of catching his food. It has
a sticky surface and is fastened at the front instead of
at the back. It is possible for the toad to move the
tongue well out of the mouth. When a bit of food
such as a fly gets within two inches of his nose, the
toad does not seem to move but the mouth opens and
the food is caught by the swiftly moving tongue.
2. A small quantity of oil poured on the sea spreads
rapidly and helps to reduce the violence of the waves
in a storm. A gale ordinarily forms ripples and small
waves on the backs of greater waves and causes the
crests to curl over, so that they break with destructive
force on the deck of a vessel. At such a time the film
of oil seems to decrease the force of the wind on the
water and prevents the large waves from curling and
breaking.
A. Choose the best title for the paragraph.
1 How a Toad Catches Flies 2 The Toad's
Feeding Habits 3 The Tongue of the Toad a
B. Why is it so easy for the toad to catch flies ?
1 He can snap his long tongue out of his mouth.
2 His jaws open swiftly. 3 He can jump so
quickly B
•
C. A toad can catch a fly if — 1 it is close enough
for him to see it 2 it is as close as two inches
to his jaws 3 it is not over two feet away c
2
A. Choose the best title for the paragraph.
1 How Waves Form Crests 2 How Oil
Quiets Water 3 A Storm at Sea. . a
B. How does a film of oil quiet the waves during an
ocean storm ? 1 It slowsup the speed of the wind. ^
2 It prevents the wave crests from breaking
over. 3 It softens the shock on the vessel, b
C. Destructive waves in an ocean? storm are calmed
by — 1 strong winds 2 running the vessel
with the wind 3 spreading a film of oil on
the waves of the water (;
3. When a river enters a lake or the sea, its current
is slowed down. The finest part of the waste which it
carries may be .swept away by waves and tides; the
rest accumulates at the river mouth and builds up a
new land surface called a "delta." The delta thus
extends out into the sea. Small deltas are character
istic of young rivers. The older the river, the larger
the delta becomes.
3
A. Choose the best title for the paragraph.
1 Adding to the Land Surface 2 Old River
Deltas 3 The Formation of Deltas
B. What kinds of rivers build large deltas? 1 old
long rivers 2 rocky mountain streams B
3 young rivers
C. Larger deltas are formed— 1 in the beds of long
rivers 2 at the mouths of old rivers 3 in,
old river valleys c
4. About three fourths of the total corn crop of
the wofld is raised in the United States. Argentina, in
South America, also produces a great deal of corn and
actually imports some into the United States. Corn
is also grown in southern Europe, China, and some-
parts of Africa. Corn is grown in almost any part of
the United States, but the corn belt of the Mississippi
Valley grows the largest percentage of our corn. With
improved methods of cultivation the corn belt is
rapidly extending its bounds south and west.
5. The duck has an oil gland which is constantly
producing fat or oil. Since oil and water will not mix
the duck gives his feathers a thin coat of oil for the
purpose of keeping out the water. The duck's feathers
are also very thick, so that even if the oil did not make
them waterproof the water would have difficulty in
soaking through. All birds which live in water have
oil glands which keep their feathers from getting wet.
Go right on to the next page.
4
A. Choose the best title for the paragraph.
1 Where Corn Is Grown 2 How Corn Is Grown
3 The Corn Belt A
B. What share of the world's corn crop is raised in the
United States? 1 one fourth 2 one half b
3 three fourths
C. Most of the corn imported into the United States "^
comes from — 1 Argentina 2 Africa
3 southern Europe c
6
A. Choose the best title for the paragraph. 1 Why Oil
and Water Do Not Mix 2 How Water Is Kept
from Ducks 3 How Ducks Oil Their Feathers a
B. What does the duck use on his feathers to make
them waterproof? 1 fine dust 2 a coating of oil
3 a splash of water IJ
C. The duck is able to keep his body dry in the water
because— 1 he has a gland which produces
water 2 his feathers are thick '.i oil and
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By M. Theresa Wiedefeld
Supervisor of Elementary Schools, Maryland State Department of Education
and E. Curt Walther
Head of Subject Matter Department, Geography
Maryland State Normal School, Towson, Maryland
TEST: FORM B
For Grades 4 to 8
Do not open this booklet, or turn it over, until you* are told to do so. Fill these
blanks, giving your name, age, etc; Write plainly.
Name Date
Age years months. Teacher
Grade School City
.19.
Directions. Do not turn this page until you are told to do so. This test
has six parts. When you are told to start, turn to the next page. Read the
directions and begin. When you finish the first part, go right on to the next
part; read the directions for that part and do as they tell you.
When your teacher tells you to stop work on a part before you have finished,
go right on to the next part. If you have time later, go back to the part you
did not finish.
You are not expected to be able to answer all the questions. Do the best
you can. Do not hurry, but do not waste time^ Read the directions for each
part carefully so that you will know how to answer the questions.
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PART 1. STUDY ABILITIES IN GEOGRAPHY
TEST I. READING
Directions. Here are some paragraphs just like the paragraphs you read
in your geography lessons. The sentences in each paragraph are numbered.
Each paragraph is followed by a question. One sentence in the paragraph
contains information that helps to answer the question better than any other
sentence in the paragraph.
First read the paragraph. Then read the question. Then pick the one
sentence that you think helps best to answer the question. Write the number
of the sentence you choose in the parentheses after the question. The sample
is done correctly for you.
Sample.
1 Because of the long, warm, moist summers of the South crops are
raised which are not raised in the North. 2 Fruits and vegetables
are raised. s Thousands of bushels of many kinds of nuts are raised
every year. * These products are sold in Northern markets.
Why is cotton raising an important industry of the Southern states?. ( 7 )
1 People in a city eat enough eggs in one day to fill a small house.
aThey buy eggs from stores. sThe storekeepers buy them from
farmers. * Most farmers raise large flocks of chickens.
1. Why do so many farmers raise chickens? . ■ ( ) i
1 Some rivers overflpw their banks. s They spread out for miles
on the lowlands and become very sluggish. a When the flood is over,
a covering of fine mud is left on the lowlands. "* Land covered with
water in this way is called a flood plain.
2. Why does a flood plain make good farm land? ( ) 2
1 Desert nomads live on the edge of the desert with their camels,
sheep, and goats. 2 The flocks feed on patches of grass and shrubs.
3 They move from patch to patch, often crossing large barren
stretches. ••* Desert sheep, like camels, are able to store fat
3. Why can sheep live on the desert without food for several days? ( ) 3
♦
1 California is noted for its climate. s In the southern part there
is agreeable temperature and little rain, and the people boast of 300
days of sunshine each year. s There are many large orange groves.
■* Lemons, grapefruit, and dates are also grown.
4. Why did the moving-picture industry locate in California? ( ) 1
1 The Lapps do not always live in one place. ® Whep their rein
deer have fed on one pasture, they move to another feeding
ground. 3 Like all wandering people they live in tents. •* The tents
are made of cloth and are easy to put up.
6. Why are the Lapps a wandering people? ( ) 5
1 Mountains affect the climate of a country in different ways.
2 Sometimes they make it warmer by shutting off" cold winds.
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5 Sometimes they keep out the winds that bring rain. * Sometimes
they make it cooler by stopping hot winds. j
6. How do mountains help to cause deserts? ( ) e
1 Australia is young and has a small population. e Iron ore and
other raw materials are abundant. s There is plenty of coal for
power. * There are waterfalls which may furnish power in the future.
7. Why is Australia not an important manufacturing country? ( ) 7
1 Japan is a land of extremes in climate. 2 In winter the cold is
intense; in summer the temperature is high. s The rainfall varies in
different parts from 27.5 in. to 120.5 in* * Winds blowing over the
Japan Current carry warm, moist air toward the mountains of Japan.
8. Why is Japan one of the rainiest regions in the world? ( )s
1 Almost all of Nevada is in the Great Basin. g It is a high plateau
bordered by higher mountains on the east and the west. s Streams
that flow into the Great Basin do not find a way out. ^ They flow
into lakes which have no outlets.
9. Why is so much of the state of Nevada a desert? ( ) 9
1 Only two of the twenty-five largest cities of the United States
are in the South. z There are many towns and small cities there.
3 Farming has always been the chief occupation of the people.
, ■ * Farms are as necessary to a nation as large cities.
10.! Why are there so few large cities in southern United States ? ( ) 10
1 The shape of South America is a triangle. s It is widest in the
north and narrowest in the south. s The regular coast line accentu
ates the triangular shape. ■* A high range of mountains parallels the
long side of the triangle.
11. Why does eastern South America differ from the western part? ( ) a
1 The United States uses a great deal of coffee. ® It is imported
chiefly from Brazil. s Brazil is a great coffee-producing country.
* Coffee grows best in warm upland regions with frost drainage.
12. Why does not the United States produce coffee ? \ ( ) 12
1 Lancashire County, England, with its capital at Manchester, is
the world's greatest cotton-manufacturing center. g The southwest
winds give the region a damp climate, and there is abundance ofpure
water. s In recent years the Manchester Ship Canal was built to con
nect the city with the sea. ^ Today cotton is shipped over this canal.
13. Why were cotton textiles manufactured early in Manchester? ( ) is
1 The western lowland of Peru lies between the Andes Mountains
t and the Pacific Ocean. 2 A cold current flows along the coast of
Peru. s Winds blowing from the cool sea toward the hot land be
come warm and dry. * When the winds reach the high Andes, they
lose their moisture.
14. Why are the coastal lands of Perumostly arid? ( ) u
I 3 1 /
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1 Grains, vegetables, and fruits are raised in the Swiss valleys.
2 On the slopes of the mountains there are fine pastures, and dairying
is the most important kind of farming. 3 In spring and summer, as
the snow melts, the cattle and goats are driven farther and farther
up the slopes to new grazing lands among the mountains. •* Here
the herders make cheese from the milk.
15. Why do the Swiss people make so much of their milk into cheese ? (
1 Hot weather all the year and plenty of rainfall are needed to raise
. sugar cane. s It often grows in a warm temperate region like that
of Louisiana. sThe soils of Louisiana are good for sugar cane.
* Cold waves sometimes sweep down the Mississippi Valley, bringing
frosts to Louisiana.
16. Why does sugar-cane production in Louisiana vary from year to year ?( ) 16
Number right (Score, Test I)
TEST II. ORGANIZATION
Directions. When we answer a problem in geography, we usually give
a general statement and then the causes or reasons explaining the statement.
Each problem below is followed by its answer in the form of several state
ments. Decide which statement of the answer is the general statement and
write its number in the parentheses after the problem. «
There is one statement in each answer that does not explain the general
statement. Write its number in the box at the right. See how the sample
is done. ' t
Sample.
Why are trees of great importance to us? - ( <? )
1 Lumber for our houses is made from trees.
2 Trees give us shelter from the sun. •
3 Trees are the main source of our shelter.
4 Some trees lose their leaves in winter.
1-2. Why do some people prefer to live in brick houses? ( )
1 Brick houses are often red.
2 Brick houses have many advantages.
3 Brick houses last a long time.
4 Brick houses are warm in winter and cool in summer.
3-4. Why do people in different parts of the world dress so differently ?... (
1 People who live in very hot climates wear very little clothing.
2 People who live in cold climates wear clothes made of fur.
3 The clothing of people is almost as important as their food.
4 The kind of clothing people wear depends on the climate.
6-6. Why is New Orleans the most important seaport of the South ? ( ) 5
1 NewOrleans is located near the end of the rich Mississippi Valley.
2 New Orleans will have much more trade in the future.
3 New Orleans has many advantages for trade.
4 New Orleans faces Mexico, Central America, and South America.
5 Railroads from all parts of the South meet at New Orleans.
[4]
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7-8. What effect has dense population in China had upon the people ?. ( ) 7
1 ..Need for land in China is so great that roads are narrow paths.
2 Few peoples in the world wort as hard as the Chinese.
3 The Chinese people are very thrifty.
4 The Chinese represent a very old civilization.
5 The farms are small and irregular in shape.
1 Chile has a temperate climate.
2 Chile is rich in mineral wealth.
3 Chile imports shoes, textiles, and other manufactured goods.
4 Of the west coast countries, Chile has the most favorable
conditions for progress.
11-12. Why has Rumania been slow to profit from her advantages gained
from the World War? (
1 Rumania has been passing through a period of financial strain.
2 Rumania's money is worth less than that of other countries.
3 Rumania has millions of acres of forest land.
4 Rumania's government is not stable — few people will invest
money in a. country where the government is not stable.
5 The people of Rumania have had to pay heavy taxes for a
' large army to protect the new territories.
our largest freight movements.
2 The Ohio River is subject to frequent floods.
3 The Ohio River runs through a rich agricultural region.
4 The Ohio River is part of a great system of inland transporta
tion routes.
5 There is an abundance of coal at the headwaters of the Ohio.
6 There are many manufacturing cities in the valley of the Ohio.
9-10. What makes Chile an important country of South America? ( ) 9
10
12
13-14. Why is the Ohio River so important to the commerce of the United
States? ,....„.... ( )is
i The Ohio River runs east/knd west, the general direction of
H
Directions. In Nos. 15-19 decide on the two main parts of the answer and
write their numbers after I and II. Then pick the statements which explain
each part and write their numbers on the lines under the I and the II.
15-19. How do the Swiss people make their living from their mountains ? I ( ) 15
1 The Swiss have built tourist hotels in the mountains. i 16
2 The Swiss have built up a prosperous tourist trade. 2 n
3 The Swiss have developed dairying and the manufac- jj( \18
ture of milk products.
4 The Swiss graze their goats and cows on the mountains.
5 The Swiss make a living as tourist guides. 2~
6 The Swiss make fine-watches.
7 The Swiss manufacture butter, cheese, condensed milk,
and milk chocolate. v
[5] Number right .(Score, Test II)
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TEST III. MAP AND GRAPH READING
H&l TBMEERATOIffijWDRAINFAIl-JANUSKY
Directions. Find the answers to the following questions in the maps across
the top of both pages. Write, the answer to each question in the parentheses.
1. What is the name of the largest city in France ? (_
2. What French city is farthest nortlj ? (
3. What city is southwest of Paris ? (_
4. In what season does Marseille get the most rain ? (_
6. In what country is the rainfall over 8 inches in July ? .. .. (_
6. What city is located 480 50' N. and 2° 20' E. ? (_
7. What city is about 140 miles from Paris ? (_
8. What city in France is farthest from the seacoast ? ....(_
9. What is the largest port on the southern coast of France ?.(_
10. What country has an area of about 210,000 square miles ?(_
11. What city is at a point where a river flowing west turns
and flows southward ? (_
12. Onwhich map is the temperature ofthe air over the English
Channel warmer than over northeastern France ? ■•...(_
13. What city has the warmest temperature in January ? ... (_
14. What country extends from 490 30' N. to 510 31' N. ? .. (_
15. What is the name of the longest river in France ? (_
16. Which map shows the warming influence of the Atlantic ?(_
17. What city has an average monthly temperature of 38°
for January and 68° for July ? . (_
18. By studying the sketch below and the maps you can find
the parallel alongwhich this cross-section was made. Write
the number,of the parallel in the parentheses .{[_
Ji
_)■'•




19. A man started from Paris to visit another city. After trav
eling upstream for a distance he crossed the Atlantic-Medi
terranean watershed and then traveled downstream until he
reached the sea. What is the name of the city he visited ? (_
20. What country extends through 8 degrees of latitude ?....(_
21. How many of the cities shown in France are less than iooo
feet above sea level ? .. (_
22. This picture was
taken in France in one of
the places lettered in the
little map at the right.
Draw a ring around the
letter on the map that
showswhere the scene of
the picture is in France.
23. What is the average July temperature for Bordeaux ? ....(_
1 " ~=~- - 24. How many cities in
' ; France are in the Mediter-
1 ranean drainage basin ?(_
25. Draw a ring around
1 the letter of the place on
• the little map at the
: right that shows where
: the scene of the picture
. J at the left is in France.
Directions. Read the questions below. Find in the graphs the answer
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26. From what country does the United States get most silk ?(_
27. In what year did the United States import most silk ?....(.




(Test III is continued on page 8.)
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29. When did the United States import most silk from Italy ?.. (_
30. When did the United States import about $256,000,000
worth of silk from Japan ? (_
31. The United States spent about $82,000,000 for "silk in (_
32. In what year was silk cheapest ? ■. (_
THE TRADE OF BRA2IL IN 1923
_)29
Bg.3 Imports byArticles Fig.4 Exports byArticles , Fig.5 Imports by Countries Fig.6 Exports by Countries
33. Of which product does Brazil export the largest amount ?( ) 33
34. What is the leading import of Brazil ? (__ ) 34
35. Brazil buys almost one fourth of her goods from .... ( )
36. How many countries sell Brazil relatively more than they






Mean MonthlyTemperature and RajniaJJ
for BANAMA. CONGO
t?._ «~ MeanMontMyTemperature andRainiall
rlg-10 fcr BAW5ON CITY, CANADA
37. In what month does Cordoba
get the least rain ? (_
38. In what month is Timbuctu's
rainfall about 3.5 inches ?....(_
39. Which figure shows the longest
dry season ? (_
40. In which figure does winter
come in June and July ? .(_
41. In which figure is the average




42. Which figure shows the heaviest rain in a single month ? . ( ____) 42
43. The equatorial type of climate has a rather uniform tem
perature throughout the year, with four seasons — two wet
and two dry. Which figure shows this type of climate ? . ( )
44. In which figure is the annual range of temperature about 8o° ?( ' . - )
[ 8 ] Number right..' {Score, Test III)
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PART 2. GEOGRAPHY INFORMATION
TEST IV. GEOGRAPHY VOCABULARY
Directions. To know the meanings of geographical words, you should be
able to associate them with particular places or type regions on the earth. It
is not enough to know that a " junk " is a kind of boat; you must know that
it is used in China.
Choose the place to which you think each word belongs and write its num
ber in the parentheses at the right. The sample is done correctly.
Sample.
junk i India 2 China 3 Arabia 4 Siam ( 2 )
1. camel 1 desert 2 jungle 3 prairie 4 tundra ( )i
2. dike 1 highlands 2 lowlands 3 plateaus 4 mountains( ) 2
3. igloo I Japan 2 Mexico 3 Cuba 4 Baffin Island( ) 3
4. continent I South Carolina 2 South America 3 South Africa
4 New South Wales ( ) 4
6. kangaroo I Canada 2 Newfoundland 3 Australia 4 India( ) 5
6. oasis 1 Brazil 2 Czechoslovakia 3 Portugal 4 Arabia( ) 6
7. king 1 France 2 Belgium 3 Germany 4 Ireland... ( ). 7
8. canal 1 Magellan 2 Caspian 3 Panama 4 Gibraltar( ) s
9. blubber 1 Greenland 2 Holland 3 Persia 4 Taiwan( ) 9
10. skiing I Norway 2 Portugal 3 Greece 4 Belgium( ) 10
11. peninsula 1 Oregon 2 Ohio 3 Florida 4 Vermont ( ) 11
12. cactus 1 Maine 2 Minnesota 3 Iowa 4 Arizona..( ) 12
13. gondola 1 Paris 2 Vienna 3 Venice 4 Rome ( ) 13
14. Orient 1 China 2 Peru 3 United States 4 France( ) 14
45. Tropic of Cancer 1 Alaska 2 Canada 3 United States 4 Mexico( ) 15
16. volcano 1 Catskills 2 Andes 3 Ozarks 4 Alps ( ) 16
17. seaport 1 Paris 2 Naples 3 Berlin 4 Brussels ( ) 17
18. prime meridian 1 Italy 2 England 3 Sudan 4 Brazil ( ) is
19. poncho 1 Bolivia 2 Bombay 3 Borneo 4 Bulgaria..( ) 19
20. monsoon 1 Egypt 2 India 3 Canada 4 Algeria ( ) 20
21. cannibal 1 steppe 2 llanos 3 jungle 4 tundra. ( )2i
22. manioc 1 Egypt 2 China 3 Belgian Congo 4 Australia( ) 22
23. tornado 1 Kansas 2 Italy 3 Switzerland 4 Tibet.. . ( ) 23
24. coolies 1 Persia 2 Turkey 3 China 4 Arabia ( ) 24
25. pampas 1 Chile 2 Brazil 3 Peru 4 Argentina ( ) 25
26. lira 1 Spain 2 France 3 Italy 4 Germany.....( ) 26
27*. chinook 1 Ontario 2 Greenland 3 Alberta 4 Quebec( ) 27
28. caribou 1 desert 2 prairie 3 jungle 4 tundra ( ) 28
29. veldt 1 forest 2 swamp 3 desert 4 grass.. ( ) 29
30. ebony I Persia 2 Afghanistan 3 Malay Peninsula 4 Iraq( ) 30
[ 9 ] Number right (Score, Test IF)
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TEST V. GEOGRAPHICAL RELATIONSHIPS
Directions. Column i tells some of the things that people do in different
countries, while Column 2 gives some of the reasons for this. Thus statement
No. 3 explains why people engage in fishing in Norway. Write the number 3
after Fishing in Norway. Do the rest the same way.
Colu&n 1 (Statements of Effect) Column 2 (Statements of Causes)
Sample. Fishing in Norway ( ) 1. flat-topped hills covered with evergreen forests.
1. People eating mainly 2" short summers; people depend upon hunting
meat ( ) for a living
3. poor, rocky, forest-covered sou near the sea.
2. Natives wearing little low, wet country with many canals,
clothing. ( ) s hot> w£t dImate
3. People living in tents of g# not) fay climate; people move about seeking
goat's-hair cloth. . . ( ) pasture for their herds.
4. Transportation by boats( ) 7. high mountains covered with snow.
Directions. Do this next
5. Toy manufacturing in
Germany ( )
6. Sheep grazing on the
" downs " of England... ( )
7. Cod fishing on the Grand
Banks -.......( )
8. Marketing wool at
Boston ( )
9. Oyster farming in Chesa
peake Bay ( )
10. Mining in Pennsylvania( )
11. Corn raising in Iowa....(. )
12. Growing coconuts in the
Philippine Islands ( )
Directions. Do this next
13. Days and nights always
equal ( )
14. Temporary houses built
of snow ( )
15. Rivers with wide, deep
mouths ( )
16. Movement toward inde
pendence in India ( )
17. Early civilization of
Egypt ( )
18. The Free City of Danzig( )
19. Many waterfalls in the
rivers ( )
20. Thorny cacti ( )
group in the same way as the one above.
1. hot summers with frequent thunder showers;
much level, fertile land.
2. moderate rain supports mainly grass, since the
water drains through the soft, porous rock.
3. plenty of patient, skilled labor, mainly women
and children who work in their homes.
4. near large textile-manufacturing cities.
5. shallow seas where warm and cold currentsmeet.
6. bodies of shallow salt water, with black, muddy
bottoms, protected from heavy ocean waves.
7. long, cold winters with heavy snow.
8. thick beds of coal .near large industrial cities.
9. a warm, moist climate all year round; ex
posed to salty ocean breezes.
10. short, cool summers with long days and very
short nights.
group in the same way.
1. placed halfway between North and South poles.
2. tilting of the earth's axis toward the sun.
3. the winters are too long and cold for trees to
grow; people wander from place to place.
41 a region of many peoples and countries con
trolled by a foreign power.
5. strong tidal currents flow back and forth.
6. alternate layers of hard and. soft rock.
7. control of a mountain pass leading to a large,
rich country.
8. a large country needing an outlet to the sea.
9. a hot, dry climate with occasional rainstorms.
10. a fertile lowland with a warm climate; pro
tected by deserts and seas from invasion.
[ 10 ] Number right (Score, Test V)
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TEST VL PLACE GEOGRAPHY
Directions. After the name of each place in the lists below write the
number that most nearly shows where it is located. The United States is
shown on the map of the Western Hemisphere by the number 38. Write the
number 38 in the parentheses after United States. What number shows where
New York City is on the map of the United States ? Write the number 5 in
the parentheses after New York City. Do the rest the same way.
1. United States (
2. Argentina ........(
3. St. Lawrence Valley(
4. Andes Mountains . (
L3. New York City ...(
.4. Cascade Range ... (
.5. Houston (
.6. Washington, D. C..(
.7. Colorado (
Western Hemisphere
) 6. Pacific Ocean . ( ) 9. Greenland ( )
) 6. Montevideo .. ( ) 10. Porto Rico ... ( )
) 7. Labrador ( ) 11. Santos ..( )
) 8. Amazon River.( ) 12. Peru ( )
United ^States
) 18. California .... ( ) 23. Minneapolis .. ( )
) 19. Seattle ( ) 24. Ohio River ... ( )
) 20. Pennsylvania .( ) 25. Lake Superior.( )
) 21. Trenton ( ) 26. Cincinnati ( )
) 22. Atlanta ( ) 27. Florida ( )
[ ii ] (Test VI is continued on page 12.)
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Directions. After the name of each place in the lists below write the.














) 6. Ganges Valley.. (
) 7. Tasmania ("
) 8. Caspian Sea.. .. (
) 9. Singapore (
) 10. The Alps (
Europe
) 20. Elbe River (
) 21. Greenwich (
) 22. Barcelona (
) 23. Norway (
[12]
) 11. PhilippineIslands(
) 12. Bagdad .. (
) 13. Lake Chad (
) 14. Nile River (
) 15. Cape Town {
) 24. Poland (
) 25. Odessa (
) 26. Glasgow..,..,.(
) 27. Hamburg (
Number right {Score Test VT,
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TEST 6. PART B: USE OF AN INDEX
sections. The answers to the questions in Col
in 2 are found in the index below. First read
2 question and then find the desired answer by
(king under the proper topic in the index. Then
:ate your answer among the possible answers given
th the question and fill in the answer space in the
irgin which is numbered the same.
Study the samples carefully before you try to
swer the questions.
Look at Sample A. In the index under "Oregon"
u will find the word "lumber" and the page refer
ee, 173. 173 is second'among the answers given
th the question; so the second answer space has
en filled in. •
Look at Sample B. See if you can find the page
:erence in the index. The correct answer space is
irked.
Answer the remaining exercises the same way.
Index
rica: 19-27; deserts, 216; houses of central, 182; irriga
tion in northern, 138; map, 55; mountains, 232; Negroes
ji, 179-181; topography, 181-282.
tronomy: 22-24; denned, 23; American astronomers, 24;
Lowell Observatory, 76.
tany: denned, 35; study of, 36-38.
lifornia: deserts, 209; grapefruit, 135; irrigation, 133-136;
Dlives, 139; oranges, 132, 134; peaches, 139; petroleum,
263; rainfall, 135; salmon, 204-205; sand dunes, 210;
temperatures, 135; truck farming, 122.
liry cattle: 73-75; France, 76, 184; Indiana, 65; Ireland,
73; lack in China, 130; lack in Japan, 128; Poland, 84, 86.
;rmany: 83-85,235; cities, 82; dairying, 158; farming, 82,
83; fisheries, 205; manufacturing, 267; potatoes, 82;
rainfall, Fig., 82; sugar beets, 82.
eenland: 23,24; fisheries, Fig. 2, page 202; temperatures,
187.
>lland: 29, 159, 235; cheese, 160; dairying, 158; farm
houses, 160; fisheries, 205; transportation by canal, 160.
dgation: Arizona, Fig. 5, page 136; field crops, 137; Hawaii,
115; Imperial Valley, 220; Nile Basin, 22; southern Africa,
138; Oregon, 138; semi-arid regions, 214; Utah, 210;
Washington, 138.
:egon: 99-105; apples, 138; automobiles, 99; horses, 99;
irrigation, 138; lumber, 173; salmon, 205, 207; wheat, 98.
inching: Argentina, 161; Australia, 163 ; ranges, 161-162 ;
reindeer in Alaska, 192 ; South Africa, 163 ; Western states,
163. See also Herding. ,
mi altitude of, 30, 32; effect on temperature, 71, 178, 189;
sunrise and sunset, 21. See also Solar System.
;xas: cattie farms, 163; cotton, 148; forests, 174; oranges,
132; peaches, 139; pecans, 148; petroleum, 263; rainfall,
148; temperature, 148.
ruck fanning: 126; Japanese, 88.
tah: copper, 240; irrigation, 210-211; map, 230.
olga River: 101-103; delta, 150; farming beside, 102; life
of people, 10; traffic on, 103.
Washington (state): 45-47". apples, 138; automobiles, 99;
horses, 99; irrigation, 138; lumber, 173; map, opposite
page 47 ; salmon, 205-207; wheat, 99.
Slop here.
Samples.
A. What page discusses lumbering in Oregon ?
1 138 2 173 3 92 4 98 5 185 ..a
B. What page gives information about fisheries in
Germany ?
1 156 2 235 3 83 4 205 5 82 . b
1. On what page is information given about irrigating
land in northern Africa?
1 19 2 55 3 138 4 179 5 216...... 1
2. Next to what page can you find a map of the state
of Washington? 145 2 47 3 55 4 99 5 138 2
3. Does the index tell where to find about the altitude
of the sun? 1 Yes 2 No ...' 3
4. What is the number of the figure which shows
about the fisheries of Greenland?
11 2 2 3 7 4 23 5 24 4
5. Under what word in this index is a reference given
to the growth of oranges in California ?
1 California 2 grapefruit 3 oranges
4 ranching 5 Texas ">
6. On what page can a definition of astronomy be
found? 1 20 2 21 3 22 4 23 5 24 u
7. Where is a discussion given about the lack of dairy
cattle in Japan? 165 2 73 3 76 4 84 5 128;
8. On what page will information be
found about cotton raising-in Texas?
1 132 2 139 3 148 4 163 5
9. Where will you find a map of Africa?
1 19 2 24 3 27 4 55 5 181
*■" ^*
174
10. Does the index tell you on what page you can find
something about the schools of Russia-?
1 Yes 2 No 10
11. On what page will you find a figure showing how
many acres of land in Arizona are being irrigated ?
15 2 22 3 115 4 135 5 136 11
12. Under what topic can you find an additional
reference to ranching? 1 butter 2 dairying
3 fanning 4 grazing 5 herding 12
13. On what page is cheese making in Holland dis
cussed? 1 29 2 158 3 159 4 160 5 205 13
14. Onwhatpage can you find a figure showing the rain -
fall in Germany? 182 2 83 3158 4 205 5 235 u
15. Where is a map of Utah given? ♦
" 1210 2 211 3 230 4 240 5 263... 15
16. On what pages is the study of botany described ?
122-24 2 35-36 3 36-38 4179-181 5 181-182 16
17. Can you find information about the study of
astronomy at Lick Observatory? 1 Yes 2 No 17
18. On what page will you find information about
the river traffic on the Volga?
1 12 2 101 3 102 4 103 5 150 ... is
Wait for further instructions.
12
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i
TEST 2. DIRECTED READING — FIRST SELECTION I
i
Directions. A story is given below. Read each question and find the sentence in the story which j
answers it. Notice the number of this sentence. Find this number among the answer spaces at the right
of the question and fill in the space under it.
Look at Sample A below. Space No. 2 is filled because the question asked in the sample is answered
in sentence No. 2 in the story. Study Sample B. Read the question. Sentence No. 1 gives the answer
to the question; so space No. 1 should be filled in. Do it now. Answer the other questions in a similar
manner.
You will have five minutes for this work. You may read parts of the story again if you need to do so.
4
Slate
I Slate is a name which is used to include many dif
ferent kinds of rock. 2 The most common kind is that
made up of clay and silex and is generally known as
clay slate. 3 Slate is found in layers below the surface
of the earth. 4 Geologists call these layers strata.
5 The sheets of slate are lying in almost all positions,
ranging from horizontal to vertical. 6 In some places
they appear to have been folded like cloth or paper
before the rock was hardened. 7 Millions of years of
changes within the earth were probably required for
the slate to reach its present state. 8 Slate splits easily
into slabs and thin sheets. 9 It is very hard, although
it varies in hardness and structure, depending upon the
quarries from which it is taken. 10Many different
colors of slate have been found, but most of it is bluish
black. <
II The principal slate quarries of the country are
located in the states of Pennsylvania and Vermont.
12 The Pennsylvania quarries are the larger. 13 Those
of Vermont furnish the finer quality of slate. 14A
date quarry differs from that,of any other kind of rock
fiuarry. 15 Since the stone is in thin layers, it must be
taken out very carefully or it will be worthless. 16 The
oosening of the layers is usually done with wedges.
7 Blasting is sometimes necessary to loosen the rock.
8 However, slate is rarely blasted, out except at the
ipening of the quarry. I9 The quarry follows the dip
)f the strata and in time may become quite deep.
10 Grooves are cut in the rock to limit the size of the
slabs split off.
21 The greatest use made of slate is in roofing build-
ngs. 22 It is very desirable for this purpose because it
•esists all actions of the weather and is also fireproof.
The slate is put on the roof in much the same way as
Jungles. 24 From a distance it closely resembles the
shingle roof, except for the difference in color. 28 Al-
nost all the blackboards found in schoolrooms are
nade from slate. 26 It is especially suitable for this
mrpose because the surface is smooth and can be
:asily cleaned and because it naturally splits into thin
iheets or layers. 27 The softest varieties of slate are
ised for making pencils.
Samples ■$>
A. Is slate often made up of clay and silex ?.. . a
B. Are many kinds of rock called slate? b
1. In what form is slate usually found ? i
2. What is the name given to the most common
kind of slate ? o
3. What name does the geologist give to the
layers of slate ? 3
4. How long has it taken for the layers of slate to
form ? 4
5. In what positions are the layers of slate ordi
narily found ? •.... 5
6. When, in the formation of the layers of slate,
did the curves and folds appear? 6
7. Into what forms does the slate split most
easily ? 7
8. What is the most common color of slate ? .. 8
9. Where are the largest slate quarries found in
this country ? 9
10. Which state produces the best slate? 10
11. What tools are used to loosen the layers of
slate ? 11
12. Why must the slate be handled very care-
. fully ?. .12
13. When is blasting used to loosen slate rock?. 13
14. In quarrying, what determines the size of the
pieces of slate ? u ,
15. What things make slate suitable for the roofs of
buildings? 15
16. In what way is the largest amount of slate
used? i6
17. For what is slate used in the schoolroom ?.. 17
18. Which sentence gives three reasons why slate
is suitable for blackboards? is
19. What other kind of roof does a slate roof look
like? 19
20. What kind of slate can be made into pencils ? 20
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TEST 6. PART A: ALPHABETIZING; USING GUIDE WORDS
Column 1
Directions. This test will show how well you are
able to locate words in an alphabetical list such as in
the dictionary.
Study the sample below. List A contains the words
to be located. List B is made up of guide words
such as are placed at the top of a page of a dictionary
to tell you which words are included on that page.
For each word in List A you are to find the pair of
guide words between which the word would be found
in an alphabetical list. Notice the number of this
pair of words. Then fill in the answer space under
this same number at the right of the word in List A.
List B
(Guide Words)
1. and — are
2. arm — ask
3. bad — big
4. bill —bird








1 2 3 4 5
I
I
For example, bed, the first word in List A in the
sample, will be found in the dictionary between bad
and big. This pair is No. 3 in List B ; so the third
answer space after bed is filled in. The second word
in List A, car, is found between cab and cat, the fifth
pair in List B. Therefore, answer space No. 5 has
been filled in after car. Where would the third word,
any, be found? This sample exercise is answered
correctly by filling in answer space No. 1.
Do the exercises in Column 2 in a similar way.
Notice that some guide words may be used more than




1. able — action
2. after — agree
3. aid — also




8. cake — called
9. care — cart
10. comb — coming
11. gem — gentle
12. gently — get





18. make — most
19. rain — rat
20. reach — ready
21. reason — roll
22. sack —said
23. sail — salt




28. words — worm
29. yard — yarn
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TEST 2. DIRECTED READING— SECOND SELECTION
)ieections. A story is given below. Read each question and answer it just as you did in the first se-
:ction. The sample is answered correctly. You will have five minutes for this work. ■►
5
Life in a Castle tn Olden Times
1 In olden times a knight's castle was planned mainly
>r the protection of his family and his followers.
However, many of the richer noblemen built splendid
astles which became the real homes of their families.
Around the castle and close to it for protection, the
)llowers of the lord of the castle made their homes.
In this way a village grew up, often within the outer
rart of the castle. 5 Here would be found the forge
r blacksmith shop where horses were shod and where
words and armor were made. 6 In the court also were
lie bakery, the carpenter shop, the stables, and usually
be church. 7 In some castles the outer court was
ften large enough to include the village, a garden, a
rater mill, a poultry yard, and cultivated fields.
Many had lakes of fresh water for use in time of
iege. 9 In such a castle life was not as simple and
ull as one might think.
*• The daily life of the castle was centered in the large
lain room known as the hall. u In the earlier days
ad in the castles of the less wealthy knights the hall
ras only a large, bare room. 12 On some flat stones in
ie center, meat was cooked, and the smoke found its
ray out through a hole in the roof as best it could.
As time passed or the owners became richer and more
owerful, towers of more than one story were built.
Sometimes fireplaces with flues were made. 16 The
oors were tiled. 16The walls were hung with rich
ipestries, cloth of gold, banners, and shields. 17 Long
aken tables with wooden beaches stood ready for use
t mealtime. 18 The table of the master of the castle
sually stood on a platform at one end of the hall.
At the opposite end was a gallery for the musicians.
20 When bedtime came, the people of the household
ept in the castle hall. 21 For the servants coarse mat-
resses were laid on the hard floors. 22 The bed of the
taster of the castle and his lady commonly stood at
ie farther end of the hall, usually separated from the
:st of the room by curtains. M In the larger castles
jparate bedrooms were built on the upper floors.
24 In the smaller castles the furnishings of these
>oms were very simple. 25 In the homes of the
ealthy there was great display. 26 The high posts of
ie beds were sometimes overlaid with gold, inlaid with
rory, or ornamented with precious stones. V The bed
werings were of rich silk or fur with golden fringe.
The chests for clothing were handsomely carved.
Jewels were kept in smaller chests covered with
sather.
30 In spite of the rude magnificence which was found
i many of these castles, there was little that people
)day would call comfort. 31 The heavy stone walls
lust have been cold, since they were so thick. 32 The
)oms were not as light as we would wish our rooms to
e. 33 It was not safe to have the windows very large.
Even large windows would not let in much sunlight
cut into a wall ten or fifteen feet thick. 3S The rooms
rere often made more cheerful, therefore, by painting
ie walls with crude but bright and cheery designs.
Sample. Which sentence tells why a nobleman
built a castle in olden times?
1. Why did the people build their homes near the
castle? - i
2. What noblemen built large castles which later
became real family residences? 2
3. Where were the implements of war made ? . 3
4. When was it important to have a large supply
of fresh water within the court of a castle ?. 4
5. In the older and poorer castles, on what was the
cooking done ? s
6. Which room of the castle was in constant
use ? 6
7. How did the very rich noblemen sometimes heat
their castles ? 7
8. What decorations were used on the walls of
the castles ? s
9. Who used the balcony at the end of the castle
hall? '. 9
10. In what part of the hall was the knight's
table usually placed ? 10
5*
11. In what room did the master's family and fol
lowers usually sleep ? 11
12. What kinds of beds were used by the helpers
and followers of the lord of the castle ? .... 12
13. Were rooms on other floors of the castle some
times used as sleeping rooms ? 13
14. In the smaller castles what separated the
knight's bed from the rest of the hall? .... 14
15. How were the beds sometimes decorated ?.. 15
16. How were the clothing chests in the castles of
the rich knights decorated? ;. . . 16
17. Were these old castles comfortable homes ?. 17
18. Why were the castle windows made quite
small ? is
19. How many feet thick were the castle walls
sometimes built ? 19
20. How did the people who lived in these ancient
castles try to make the rooms more pleasant ? 20
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TEST 6. SENTENCE MEANING
Iowa Silent Reading: New Ed.: Elem.: Bm
rections. Read each question. If the answer is "Yes," fill in the space under YES in the margin. If the
iwer is "No," fill in the space under NO. Study the sample. Do not guess.
. Are all people dishonest?
May the day be darker than the night? -1
Could some of the customs of different countries be the same? 2
Does the United States need to save its forests?., 3
Is a tall man below average height ? • *
Is spending money the same as investing it? 5
Are the opinions of people always the same? , 6
Is a heavy piece of rock always valuable? 7
May Wednesday be the last day of the week? 8
Is the Fourth of July a national holiday? * •' • • -9
Do some plants prqduce flowers ? •'■ 10
Should a host be expected to be impolite to his guests? "
Will an autocratic form of government nourish where there is complete freedom of speech? 12
Are traffic rules made in order to reduce the number of accidents? 13
10+
May a shortage of food often be prevented by careful planning? ■ ■ 14
Is it a good thing for a person to maintain his credit? - • 15
Are rewards always in proportion to the difficulty of the task? is
Are weeds plants which need cultivation before they will grow? 17
Is treason to one's country punishable by death? • 18
Are bricks always used during the erection of a tall building? 19
Is manufacturing an important industry in America ? 20
Does a witness always teU. the truth? 21
Do people ever doubt other people's statements?
Is great physical skill necessary for tight-rope walking?
Is a conservative person usually radical in his point of view?
Are most birds able to fly when they are full grown? 25
Does a criminal always feel sorry that he has committed a crime? .. .26
Is it necessary for the President of the United States to be a citizen? 27
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TEST 3. WORD MEANING
DrBECTioxs. One of the four numbered words in each exercise means almost the same as the first word,
l-'ind the word. Note its number. Then mark the answer space in the margin which is numbered the same.
Sampt.e. Little — 1 real 2 light 3 small 4 brittle
1. True — 1 wise 2 correct 3 brave 4 obedient l
2. Level — 1 flat 2 large 3 crooked 4 gravel '2
3. Fright — 1 fear 2 fight 3 enemy 4 courage 3
4. Perform — 1 form 2 smile 3 act 4 jump 4
5. Common — ] ordinary 2 good 3 easy 4 complete s
6. Slender — 1 long 2 tall 3 straight 4 slim 6
7. Quietly — 1 soundly 2 quickly 3 silently , 4 fast 7
8. Hastily — 1 rudely 2 heartily 3 strangely 4 quickly 8
9. Gently — 1 neatly 2 nicely 3 kindly 4 lovely 9
10. Idly — 1 naughtily 2 sickly 3 busily 4 lazily 10
11. Magnificent — 1 magic 2 wonderful 3 good 4 electric 11
12. Annoyance — 1 disturbance 2 condition 3 help 4 enjoyment 12
13. Ancient — 1 wrecked 2 long 3 angry 4 old 13
14. Annual — 1 weekly 2 monthly 3 daily 4 yearly 14
16. Absurd — 1 absent 2 ridiculous 3 manifest 4 afraid r 15
16. Refresh — 1 reform 2 water 3 revive 4 destroy ie
17. Consequently — 1 consciously * 2 thus 3 accordingly 4 frequently 17
18. Sinewy — 1 false 2 strong 3 sincere 4 dewy is
19. Motive — 1 native 2 motor 3 reason 4 chance 19
20., Everlasting — 1 remaining 2 eternal 3 easy1 4 eventful 20
21. Preeminent — 1 superior 2 sure 3 bothered 4 skilled ,... 21
22. Anxiety — 1 curiosity 2 worry 3 sadness 4 hatred .22
23. Harass — 1 hitch 2 name 3 trouble 4 harness 23
24. Animosity — 1 friendship 2 activity 3 hostility 4 anniversary 24
25. Manifestation — 1 wonder 2 feasting 3 station 4 display 25
26. Peradventure — 1 going 2 perhaps 3 exciting 4 hardship 26
27. Prodigious — ] 1' prodigy 2 industrious 3 cruel 4 huge 27








































TEST 4. PARAGRAPH COMPREHENSION (Cont'd)
Iowa. Silent Reading: New Ed.: Elem.: Bm
6. The first silk, came from China. There, many
housands of years ago, patient workers began to study
he silkworm and to experiment with the cocoon,
rhey learned how to reel off the threads and prepare
:hem for use, and finally to manufacture many articles,
rhe facts about the first silk industry are gathered from
;arly notices by the Chinese government concerning the
rules of the silk culture. This industry was considered
so important that efforts were made to prevent knowl
edge of silkworms from being taken out of China.
6
A. Choose the best title for the paragraph. 1 The
Importance of the Silk Industry 2 The Way
Silk Is Made 3 The Origin of the Silk IndustryA
B. Why would the government have rules concerning
the silk industry? 1 to prevent the stealing of
cocoons 2 to save the mulberry trees
3 to keep the industry at home .; B
C. The first record of the silk industry shows that it
originated in — 1 Japan 2 China 3 India .. c
7. All rivers, sooner or later, pour their water into
the sea and carry with them a large amount of salt
which is easily dissolved in the water. Consequently
the rivers are carrying salt away all the time because
salt is very common in the soil. The waters of the
ocean are evaporated by the sun, but none of the salt
is taken up into the clouds. The water that returns
to the earth in rain has no salt; but by the time it
reaches the sea again, after soaking through the soil
and flowing down the rivers, it has .taken on another
load of salt. The oceans are thus receiving salt all the
time, but are never giving it up.
8. Flowers are put out by plants for the purpose of
developing seed. The seed in its turn will produce
new plants and flowers. The bright colors and per
fumes of the flowers are needed to attract the insects,
which carry pollen from one plant to another to make
the seeds fertile. When this has been done, the need
for the flower is gone. The plant then calls its life-
giving juices back into the stalk and leaves, and the
flower withers away.
9. The principal food of the starfish is the oyster,
starfish will wrap itself around the oyster and
fasten its hundreds of sucker-like feet to both sides
>f the shell. Then begins a tug of war, the oyster
jxerting itself to keep the shell closed and the starfish
straining to force it open. The starfish always wins,
For finally through weariness the muscles of the oyster
lx and the shell is opened enough so that the flesh
is exposed to the starfish.
7
A. Choose the best title for the paragraph. +
1 What Makes the Ocean Salty 2 How
Water Returns from the Ocean to the Land
3 How the Waters of the Ocean Evaporate . . A
B. Ho*w do rivers carry salt to the ocean ? 1 Salt is
dissolved in water as it runs into the soil.
2 Salt is commonly found in soil. 3 Rain
water is heavily loaded with salt B
C. The water of the ocean becomes more and more
salty because — 1 the bottom of the ocean is
covered with salt 2 the salt in the ocean
water is not evaporated into the clouds 3 the




Choose the best title for the paragraph. 1 How
Seeds Are Fertilized 2 Where Flower Seeds
Are Developed 3 Why Plants Need Flowers a
What attracts insects to the flowers of plants?
1 the perfume 2 the seeds " b
3 the pollen dust
C. The sweet-smelling flowers are useful to plants 9"^
because— 1 they produce the seed for new
plants 2 they are brightly colored 3 they c
give off pollen
A. Choose the best title for the paragraph. 1 How
the Starfish Eats Oysters 2 How the Oyster
Protects Itself 3 What the Starfish Eats.. A
B. How does the starfish open the oyster's shell?
1 cuts through the shell 2 crushes it
3 pulls it open with its feet B
C. The oyster always loses its fight with a starfish
because— 1 the starfish is the stronger
2 the oyster cannot swim away to safety
3 the excitement of the struggle kills it c
10. Swordfish are fighters, striking with lightning
speed. Sometimes in their excitement they attack
boats and ships, evidently mistaking them for whales.
They have been known to drive their long, sharp
weapons into the heavy copper sheathing, oak planks,
timbers of a ship to a depth of ten inches. In
:he British Museum in London there is a section of ship
banking a foot square which contains the broken ends
»f three swords of these fish, driven in during a com-
>ined attack on a sailing vessel.
10 +
A. Choose the best title for the paragraph. 1 The
Sword of the Swordfish 2 The Speed and Power
of the Swordfish 3 The Swordfish andthe Whale a
B. How far into the bottom of a ship have swordfish
been known to pierce with their swords ?
1 three feet 2 ten inches 3 two inches B
C. Swordfish are wicked fighters because of their —
1 size and shape 2 bad tempers 3 long,
sharp upper jaws c










































































































1 rural life 2 agreement 3 farming 4 archaeology i
1 height 2 alternate 3 level 4 drawn out 2
1 excite 2 banish 3 exist 4 kiU 3
1 make laws 2 deface 3 compel 4 police 4
1 distance around a circle 2 circulation 3 area 4 distance through 5
1 country 2 barren land 3 hindrance 4 sea 6
1 arm 2 enlighten 3 enliven 4 enroll 7
1 unite 2 compare 3 change 4 compute 8
1 farm 2 yell 3 produce 4 market 9
1 prosperity 2 eraser 3 good feeling 4 period of time 10
1 nervous system 2 head 3 middle part of body 4 feet u
1 decree 2 become less 3 change about 4 expand 12
1 withstand 2 circulate 3 sail across 4 sail around .13
1 follower 2 one who flees 3 one who chases 4 enemy u
1 diameter 2 disdain 3 ground covered 4 space between two objects.. 15
1 uneducated 2 ill-natured 3 foreign 4 illuminated 16
1 culminate 2 till 3 harvest 4 send 17
1 different 2 wrong 3 the same 4 correct is
1 secession 2 insurance 3 punishment 4 rebellion 19
1 examination 2 sample 3 answer 4 solution 20
1 a waterfall 2 damage 3 a barrier to keep in water 4 a power house . 21
1 experiment 2 state 3 expose 4 follow 22
1 navigation helps 2 deluge 3 sand bar 4 deposit at river's mouth 23
1 forgive 2 punish 3 dismiss 4 accept 24
1 fracture 2 a part 3 whole number 4 problem 25
1 army 2 quotient 3 soldier 4 certain amount 26
1 ancestry 2 skeleton 3 physiology 4 hygiene 27
1 nothing 2 cold 3 a minus quantity 4 a small number 2s
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TEST 4. PARAGRAPH COMPREHENSION
Directions. Read each paragraph carefully, and then study the questions A, B, and C at the right. Select
the correct answer. Notice the number of this answer. In the margin at the right, fill in the answer space
under this number. # . .
1. The toad is very lucky in having a tongue which
is well suited for its work of catching his food. It has
a sticky surface and is fastened at the front instead of
at the back. It is possible for the toad to move the
tongue well out of the mouth. When a bit of food
such as a fly gets within two inches of his nose, the
toad does not seem to move but the mouth opens and
the food is caught by the swiftly moving tongue.
2. A small quantity of oil poured on the sea spreads
rapidly and helps to reduce the violence of the waves
in a storm. A gale ordinarily forms ripples and small
waves on the backs of greater waves and causes the
crests to curl over, so that they break with destructive
force on the deck of a vessel. At such a time the film
of oil seems to decrease the force of the wind on the
water and prevents the large waves from curling and
breaking.
A. Choose the best title for the paragraph.
1 How a Toad Catches Flies 2 The Toad's
Feeding Habits 3 The Tongue of the Toad a
B. Why is it so easy for the toad to catch flies ?
1 He can snap his long tongue out of his mouth.
2 His jaws open swiftly. 3 He can jump so
quickly B
•
C. A toad can catch a fly if — 1 it is close enough
for him to see it 2 it is as close as two inches
to his jaws 3 it is not over two feet away c
2
A. Choose the best title for the paragraph.
1 How Waves Form Crests 2 How Oil
Quiets Water 3 A Storm at Sea. . a
B. How does a film of oil quiet the waves during an
ocean storm ? 1 It slowsup the speed of the wind. ^
2 It prevents the wave crests from breaking
over. 3 It softens the shock on the vessel, b
C. Destructive waves in an ocean? storm are calmed
by — 1 strong winds 2 running the vessel
with the wind 3 spreading a film of oil on
the waves of the water (;
3. When a river enters a lake or the sea, its current
is slowed down. The finest part of the waste which it
carries may be .swept away by waves and tides; the
rest accumulates at the river mouth and builds up a
new land surface called a "delta." The delta thus
extends out into the sea. Small deltas are character
istic of young rivers. The older the river, the larger
the delta becomes.
3
A. Choose the best title for the paragraph.
1 Adding to the Land Surface 2 Old River
Deltas 3 The Formation of Deltas
B. What kinds of rivers build large deltas? 1 old
long rivers 2 rocky mountain streams B
3 young rivers
C. Larger deltas are formed— 1 in the beds of long
rivers 2 at the mouths of old rivers 3 in,
old river valleys c
4. About three fourths of the total corn crop of
the wofld is raised in the United States. Argentina, in
South America, also produces a great deal of corn and
actually imports some into the United States. Corn
is also grown in southern Europe, China, and some-
parts of Africa. Corn is grown in almost any part of
the United States, but the corn belt of the Mississippi
Valley grows the largest percentage of our corn. With
improved methods of cultivation the corn belt is
rapidly extending its bounds south and west.
5. The duck has an oil gland which is constantly
producing fat or oil. Since oil and water will not mix
the duck gives his feathers a thin coat of oil for the
purpose of keeping out the water. The duck's feathers
are also very thick, so that even if the oil did not make
them waterproof the water would have difficulty in
soaking through. All birds which live in water have
oil glands which keep their feathers from getting wet.
Go right on to the next page.
4
A. Choose the best title for the paragraph.
1 Where Corn Is Grown 2 How Corn Is Grown
3 The Corn Belt A
B. What share of the world's corn crop is raised in the
United States? 1 one fourth 2 one half b
3 three fourths
C. Most of the corn imported into the United States "^
comes from — 1 Argentina 2 Africa
3 southern Europe c
6
A. Choose the best title for the paragraph. 1 Why Oil
and Water Do Not Mix 2 How Water Is Kept
from Ducks 3 How Ducks Oil Their Feathers a
B. What does the duck use on his feathers to make
them waterproof? 1 fine dust 2 a coating of oil
3 a splash of water IJ
C. The duck is able to keep his body dry in the water
because— 1 he has a gland which produces
water 2 his feathers are thick '.i oil and
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